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WALDHAUSEN'S CLASSIFICATION THEOREM

FOR FINITELY UNIFORMIZABLE 3-ORBIFOLDS

YOSHIHIRO TAKEUCHI

Abstract. We define a map between two orbifolds. With respect to this map,

we generalize 3-manifold theory to 3-orbifolds. As the main goal, we gener-

alize the Waldhausen's classification theorem of Haken 3-manifolds to finitely

uniformizable 3-orbifolds. For applications of the developed theory, we intro-

duce an invariant for links and tangles by using the orbifold fundamental group.

With the invariant, we classify a class of links and show the untangling theorem.

Introduction

The concept of orbifolds is introduced by I. Satake [S] and renamed by W.

P. Thurston (Chapter 13 of [Th]). It is a generalization of the concept of man-

ifolds. An zz-orbifold is a topological space locally modelled on (an open set in

R")/ (a finite group action) and each point of it is provided with an isotropy

data. A manifold is regarded as an orbifold whose local group on each point is

trivial. \X\ means the underlying space of the orbifold X . I.X means the set

of all singular points of local groups of X. In §1, we introduce the basic facts

about orbifolds (boundary, orientation, compactness, etc).

A covering orbifold X of an orbifold X is an orbifold which can be mapped

onto X and is locally the quotient by a subgroup of a local group of X. In case

that zZX has codimension greater than 2, orbifold coverings of X are regarded

as a branched coverings. There exists a unique universal covering orbifold as

a usual covering space [Th]. An orbifold is called good if it has a covering

orbifold which is a manifold. In this paper, orbifolds which we deal with are

good orbifolds.

For studying orbifolds, we need a map between orbifolds which respects

their orbifold structures. We note that the universal cover of a good orbifold

inherits the orbifold structure. Let X and Y be orbifolds. Let p : X —> X and

q: Y —> Y be the universal coverings. We introduce an orbi-map between X

and Y in §2. By an orbi-map /: X —> Y, we shall mean a continuous map
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A: 1^1 —> \Y\ with a fixed continuous map h: \X\ —» |7| which satisfies the

following conditions:

(01) hop = qoh.

(02) For each a e Aut(JY, p), there exists are Aut(?, q) such that A o a =

ToÄ .

(03) A(|X|) is not contained in IF.

Namely, / is called an orbi-covering (resp. orbi-isomorphism) if A is a

covering (resp. isomorphism) as an orbifold.

We rewrite various facts in the theory of 3-manifolds into 3-orbifolds via

the functor (manifolds, continuous maps) —► (orbifolds, orbi-maps). Many

important concepts in 3-manifold theory are generalized to 3-orbifolds [B-S 1,

2, D, Th]. In [Ta 1], the author studied 3-orbifolds through OR-maps and

developed 3-orbifold theory different from one in this paper. He also showed

an orbifold version of Waldhausen's classification theorem different from one

in this paper.

According to Thurston, the orbifold fundamental group of X, denoted by

nx(X), is defined as the deck transformation group of the universal covering

p : X —► X. We rewrite it by using paths in \X\ so that an orbi-map /: X —> Y

induces a homomorphism f: nx(X) —► nx(Y). For the orbifold fundamental

groups, covering orbifolds and orbi-maps, we can require the same results as in

the theory of usual covering spaces. (See 2.4-2.9.)

In §3, we restrict our target to finitely uniformizable, compact, orientable

3-orbifolds. An orbifold is called finitely uniformizable, if it has the same orb-

ifold structure as the quotient of a manifold by a finite group action. With this

assumption, we apply the equivariant theorems of W. H. Meeks and

S. T. Yau [M-Y 1-M-Y 3], so that we get orbifold versions of Dehn's Lemma,

Loop Theorem, and Sphere Theorem. Thus, we use "cut and paste methods"

in studying 3-orbifolds.

In §§4 and 5, we will do the construction and modifications of orbi-maps.

For a given homomorphism ¥ : nx(X) -> nx(Y), we can construct an orbi-

map / : X —► Y satisfying flf = xV under some conditions. (See 4.2, 4.4.)

Frequently we need to modify an orbi-map. A triangulation of an orbifold X

is a triangulation of \X\ such that I.X is suitably included in a subcomplex of

it. A simplicial orbi-map f: X —>■ Y is an orbi-map which maps each simplex

of some triangulation of X onto a simplex of some triangulation of Y linearly.

For a given orbi-map /:I-»y and a triangulation K~Y of Y, we can modify

/ preserving some properties into an orbi-map which is simplicial with respect

to some triangulations of X and K~Y . (See 5.1.) Using such a modification, we

can show the "transversality theorem" by almost the same way as in the case of

3-manifolds. (See 5.5.)
In §6, we will show "/-bundle theorems". Applying the results of W. H.

Meeks and P. Scott [M-S], we can get almost the same results as in the case of

3-manifolds. We need this as the breaking case of the main theorem.
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In §7, we show the main theorem. Let W be the class of all compact,

connected, orientable 3-orbifolds which are

(i) finitely uniformizable,

(ii) irreducible,

(iii) sufficiently large,

(iv) in which every turnover (a sphere with three singular points) with non-

positive Euler number is boundary-parallel.

By the recent result of W. D. Dunbar [D], the orbifold M which belongs to

W has a hierarchy. The main result then follows from an analog of Theorem

13.6 of [H]. The main result of this paper is as follows.

7.4. Theorem. Let M, N e W and suppose f : (M, dM) -> (N, dN) is

an orbi-map such that ft : nx(M) —> nx(N) is monic and such that for each

component B of dM, (f\B)t : nx(B) -> nx(C) is monic, where C is the com-

ponent of dN containing f(B). Then there exists an orbi-map g : (M, dM) -*

(N, dN) such that gt = ft: nx(M) -» nx(N) and either
(1) g : M -* N is an orbi-covering,

(2) M is an I-bundle over a closed 2-orbifold, there is an orbi-homotopy

ft : (M, dM) - (N, dN) such that f0 = f, fx=g, and g(M) c dN, or
(3) Each of M and N is (a) or (b) in Figure 7.2, and g | dM is an orbi-

covering.

If (f\B) : B -> C is already an orbi-covering, we may assume (f\B) =

(g\B), and in case (2), ft\B = gt\B for all t.

Furthermore, we show

7.6. Theorem. Let M, N eW. Suppose all the components of dM and dN

are incompressible in M. Let Y : nx(M) —► nx(N) be an isomorphism which

respects the peripheral structure. Then either

( 1 ) there exists an orbi-isomorphism f : M ^ N which induces *P or

(2) M is a twisted I-bundle over a closed nonorientable 2-orbifold F and N

is an I-bundle over a 2-orbifold G such that nx(F) = nx(G).

As the corollary of it, we derive

7.7. Corollary. Let M, N eW. Suppose M and N are closed and nx(M) =

nx(N). Then M and N are orbi-isomorphic.

Zimmermann, McCullough and Miller showed similar results under a geo-

metric hypothesis. [Z, M-M].

In §8, we apply our result so that we classify a class of links. Recall that a
3 2 3

link (5 , L) is prime if there is no S in S that separates the component of

L, and any S that meets L in two points, transversely, bounds in S one and

only one ball intersecting L in a single unknotted spanning arc. Let (S , L)

be a link and X be the orbifold which satisfies that I.X = L and the orders

of every local groups of the components of Y.X are n e Z, n > 2. We call

such an orbifold X the associated orbifold with weight n of (S , L), denoted
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by 0,L n). We define the zz-weighted orbi-invariant of (S , L), denoted by

Orbw(L), by the fundamental group of the associated orbifold with weight zz
3 3

of (S , L). We call the link (S , L) sufficiently large if the orbifold 0,L . is

sufficiently large for some zz e Z, zz > 2. (This definition does not depend on

zz.) By applying 7.7, we have the following result.

8.1.   Theorem. Suppose (S , L) and (S , l!) are prime and sufficiently large
3 3 /

links. (S , L) and (S , L) are the same link type, if and only if Orb„(L) =

Orbn(L') for some n e Z, n>2.

Boileau and Zimmermann show a similar result in [B-Z].

For a tangle (B, t), we define Orb„(Z) in a manner similar to that of the

case of links. We get the following result as an application of 4.2 and 5.5.

8.3. Theorem. Let (B, t) be a tangle. (B, t) is the k-strings trivial tangle if

and only if Orb2(/) ss Ax * ■ ■ • * Ak, where Ai = Z2 for each i.

In [Ta 2], the untangling theorem for 2-strings case is showed in another

form.
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1.   Preliminaries

By an n-dimensional orbifold X, we shall mean a Hausdorff space S to-

gether with a system 5? = ({t/,}, {tp¡}, {[/,}, {C7.} , {tpt..}) which satisfies the

following conditions:

(1) {U¡} is locally finite.

(2) {{/,.} is closed under finite intersections.

(3) For each £/,., there exist a finite group G, acting smoothly and effectively

on a connected open subset U¡ of R" and a homeomorphism tp. : Ui/Gi = Ui.

(4) If Ui c Uj, there exist a monomorphism /.   : C7, —> (7   and a smooth

embedding tpu : Ü¡ -* Vj suchthat for g e Gt,, x e Ü¡, tp^gx) = f^g^^x)
and the following diagram commutes,

¿7,    -A..    Û.

U,/Gt -2U Uj/Gj

[/,     ->     U.
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where ç>, is induced by the monomorphism and the embedding, and r,'s are

the natural projections.

Each <p¡ o ri : U¡ -* U¡ is called a local chart of the orbifold. 5? is called an

atlas of the orbifold. We call S the underlying space of the orbifold X, and

denote it also by the symbol \X\, we mean the underlying space of the orbifold

X. X is said to be connected if \X\ is connected. X is said to be compact

if \X\ is compact. Let S?' be another atlas as above. S? and 5?' are said

to be giving the same orbifold structure to S, if S" and S"' can be combined

consistently to give a larger atlas still satisfying the above conditions. When we

deal with an orbifold, we will take a convenient atlas in all the atlases which

give the same orbifold structures.

Let y = ({£/,}, {?>,}, {£/,}, {C7,.}, {0..}) be an atlas of an orbifold X.

An orientation of Ui is an orientation of Ui in which C7, acts as a group of

orientation preserving maps. We call {£/.} an orientation of X, if each Ui is

oriented and each embedding p/. : Ui -> U¡ preserves the orientation.

Let 5* = ({£/,.}, {f¡¡, {Ü¡}, {Gt}, {(pu}) be an atlas of an orbifold X and

H a subspace of \X\. We define the restriction of & to H, denoted by S"\H,

by ({//,}, {<p. | //,}, {//,}, {(?,. | //,}, {#y I£,.}), where //, = // n Ut, Ht = a

component of the inverse image of //, under the quotient map U¡ -» C/f, and

G, | //, is the restriction of the action of G¡ to //,. By a subspace of X, we

shall mean a subspace // of |X| together with Si7\H. We also call H the

underlying space of the subspace of X. Connectedness, compactness, and other

set-theoretical concepts of a subspace of an orbifold are defined by those of its

underlying spaces. We shall use the terminology A c X to mean that A is a

subspace of X.

Let A be a subspace of X . By the symbol X-A , we shall mean the subspace

of X whose underlying space is \X\ - \A\. By the symbol cl(^i), we shall mean

the subspace of X whose underlying space is cl(|^|). A neighborhood of A

in X is a subspace of X whose underlying space is a neighborhood of \A\ in

\X\. Let x be a point in \X\. A neighborhood of x in X is a subspace of X

whose underlying space is a neighborhood of x in \X\.

Let A and B be subspaces of X. By the symbol A n B (resp. A U B ),

we shall mean the subspace of X whose underlying space is \A\ n |5| (resp.

|^| U \B\). By the symbol A = B (resp. A c B), we shall mean that |^| = \B\

(resp. M|C|B|).

A subspace Q of an orbifold X is called an m-dimensional suborbifold of

X, if 5? | // gives an m-dimensional orbifold structure to //, where H is the

underlying space of Q and 5? is an atlas of X.

Let A' be an orbifold. Let x be any point in \X\ and tp o r : {/ —► C/ a

local chart of X containing jc . The local group at x, denoted by Gx , is the

isotropy group of any point in U corresponding to x. This is well defined up

to isomorphisms. A point x e \X\ is called generic if Gx = {id} and singular

otherwise. The set I.X = {x e \X\ \G  + {id}} is called the singular set of X.
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Note that IA" is closed and nowhere dense. An orbifold X is called a manifold

if 1,X = 0. (This definition is compatible with the ordinary one.) Throughout

this paper we will suppose that dim IX < n-2. A stratum of X is a maximal

connected component on which the orders of the local groups are constant. By

the symbol I( 'X, we shall mean all the collection of A:-dimensional strata.

Let X be an zz-dimensional orbifold. We call a point x e \X\ a boundary

point of X if for some local chart of X tpi o ri : U¡ —> Ui containing x, x

is corresponding to a point in f7, n R"~' . The set of all the boundary points

is called the boundary of X. By the symbol dX, we shall mean the subspace

of X whose underlying space is the boundary of X and structure is given by

the restriction of S? to it, where 5? is an atlas of X. We call \X\ - \dX\ a

interior of X and a point x e \X\ - \dX\ a interior point of X. By the symbol
o

Int(X) (or X), we shall mean the subspace of X whose underlying space is

\X\ - \dX\ and structure is given by S?\(\X\ - \dX\). dX and Int(X) are

clearly (not necessarily connected) suborbifolds of X. dX and Int(X) are

called the boundary orbifold of X and the interior orbifold of X, respectively.

Frequently, we also call them simply boundary of X and interior of X. X is

said to be closed if X is compact and \dX\ = 0.

Two orbifolds X and X1 are called isomorphic, if there exists a homeomor-

phism A : \X\ —► \X'\ and for each point x e \X\, there exist an isomorphism

fx from the local group Gx of x to the local group G'h, , of h(x) andadiffeo-

morphism hx : Ux -> Ù'h(x) such that, for any g eGx, any z e Üx , hx(gz) =

fx(g)hx(z), where Üx - Üx/Gx « Ux and Uh{x) - Uh{x)/Gh{x) St Uh(x) are the

local charts. A is called an isomorphism from X to X1. By the terminology

an isomorphism A : X —* X', we shall mean that A is an isomorphism from X

to X'. (Automatically, X and X' are isomorphic.) In case both X and X'

are manifolds, an isomorphism h : X ^ X' means an usual diffeomorphism

from X to X'._

An orbifold X is called a covering orbifold of an orbifold X, if there exists

a continuous map p : \X\ —> \X\ which satisfies the following conditions:

( 1 ) p is onto.

(2) each point x e \X\ has a local chart of X of the form Ùx -+ Ùx/Gx =

Ux such that each point x e p~ (x) has a local chart of X of the form

Ux -» Ux/Gx .: = F^. ; and the following diagram commutes, where 1^. , is the

component of p~\Ux) including x, Gx . is some subgroup of Gx , and <? is

the natural projection.

Ü IG   ■   =■    V   .
JfZ       JC,1 X,l

/ ¿9 lz>

^    -     &*/<?,     =     ^

/z is called a covering from X to X. By the terminology a covering p : X —> X,

we shall mean that p is a covering from I to I. (Automatically, I isa

covering orbifold of X.)  In case both X and X are manifolds, a covering
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p : X —> X means a usual covering from X to X. Note that an isomorphism

is a covering.

Let p : X -+ X be a covering. An isomorphism A : X —> X for which poh =

A is called a ifeczc transformation of the covering, by the symbol Aut(X, p),

we mean the group of all the deck transformations of the covering p : X -» X.

(The product of a, re Aut(X, p) is defined by (ot)(x) = a(r(x)), x e \X\.)

Let M be a manifold and G a group acting smoothly, effectively, and prop-

erly discontinuously on M. By Proposition 13.2.1 of [Th], \M\/G has an

orbifold structure. We shall use the terminology M/G to denote this orbifold.

(Note that |Af/G| = \M\/G.) It is clear that M is a covering orbifold of

M/G, the natural projection p : \M\ -> \M\/G is the covering from M to

M/G, and that each element g e G is a deck transformation of the covering

p : M -+ M/G. Moreover, for any subgroup G' c G, we may regard the natural

projection |Af|/G'—>|Af|/Gasa covering from M/G' to M/G.

A covering orbifold which is a manifold is called a covering manifold and

the covering is called a manifold covering. An orbifold is called good if it has

some covering manifold and bad otherwise. By the terminology a covering

p : (X, x) —> (X, x), we shall mean that p : X -> X is a covering with

x e \X\ - IX and p(x) = x.

We call a covering p : (X, x) -* (X, x) the universal covering if for any

other covering p : (X1, x) -> (X, x), there is a covering q : X -> X' such

that p o q = p . X is called the universal covering orbifold of X. The usual

proof of the existence and uniqueness of the universal covering can be adapted

to show that any orbifold has a (unique) universal covering.

Let X be a good orbifold and M be the universal cover of a covering man-

ifold of X. Naturally M is a covering orbifold of X. Moreover, M is the

universal covering orbifold of X since every covering orbifold is isomorphic to

M/G1, for some G' c G, where G is the group of the deck transformations

of the covering p : M —► X. (Note that in this case the universal covering is

unique in the sense that for any other universal covering q : N —► X there is an

isomorphism (diffeomorphism) A : M —► N such that p = q o A .) The universal

covering determines the orbifold structure of the good orbifold X .

A covering p : X —> X is called a regular covering if for any two preim-

age * and * of the base point * e |X| - IX under p, there exists a deck

transformation of the covering taking * to *'. X is called a regular covering

orbifold.
A regular manifold covering p : X —> X is called a uniformization and X is

called a uniformization manifold of X.

Let ({[/,}, {?,}, {¿7,}, {G,}, {?,.,}) and ({Vt}, {</,.}, {fy, {#,}, {?„}) be
atlases of orbifolds X and F, respectively. A product orbifold of X and Y,

denoted by X x Y, is an orbifold whose underlying space is |X| x |T| and

structure is given by ({[/,. x Vk}, {tpj x y/k}, {Ü¡ x Vk), {G,, x Hk}, {(pu x wkl}).

Let X be an zz-orbifold and F an (zz - l)-suborbifold of X. F is said to

be properly embedded in X, if Int(F) c Int(X) and dY c dX. F is said

to be 2-sided in X, if there is a suborbifold TV of X such that there is an
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isomorphism A : F x [0, 1] —► N with h(x, 1/2) = x for all x e \Y\ and

A(|Fx[0, l]|)n|c/X|=A(|OFx[0,l]|).

Two suborbifolds F and Z in X are called ambient orbi-isotropic in X,

if there exists an isomorphism F : X x [0, 1] —> X x [0, 1] such that for any

t e |[0, 1]|, F(\X x t\) c\Xxt\ and F(\Y x 0|) = \Z\ and for any x e \X\,
F(x, 1) = id, where X x t is the suborbifold of X x / whose underlying space

is |X| x t.

We investigate the local behavior of any point xe|X|. Let tp o r : Ü ->

U/G = U be a local chart containing x and x be a point in U corresponding

to x. Let Gx < G be the isotropy subgroup of x in U and [A be a Gx-

invariant open neighborhood of x in U. By averaging any Riemannian metric

on U under Gx , we get a G^-invariant metric on Ux . So the differential dg

of g e Gx preserves the inner product which is the restriction of the above

metric. This yields a faithful representation p : G. —> O(zz), well defined up

to conjugation in GL(n, R). Consider the exponential map exp which gives

a diffeomorphism from the e-ball B(0, e) in TxUx to a small neighborhood

V. of x in U~. Note that V. is G.-invariant. Let / be the natural isome-
XX XX **

try defined by f(Y"=i afii) = (fl|,...,a„), where ¿;,.'s are a basis for TXUX .

Since the following diagram commutes, the orbifold Vx/Gx is isomorphic to

B(0,e)/p(Gx).

R" TxUx R"
o u O

5(0, e)   ^-- B(0,e)      exp   ) V.

0(n)3/i(g) I [dg | gdGk

B(0,e) i-B(0,e) -> V.
f exp       x

O n ^
R" TXUX Rn

So for any point x e \X\, a neighborhood of x in X is isomorphic to a

neighborhood of the origin in the orbifold R"/T, where T is a finite subgroup

of the orthogonal group O(zz) which is isomorphic to the local group of x .

We shall consider orientable 2-orbifolds, so we can assume that the local

groups are contained in SO(2). The finite subgroups of SO(2) are cyclic groups.

The quotient of D by subgroups of SO(2) are cyclic groups. The quotient

of D by each of these groups is the topological 2-disc. From this it follows

that any orientable 2-orbifold has no codimension 1 strata and must have an

orientable 2-manifold as its underlying space. To express each orientable 2-

orbifold, we can use a picture of a 2-manifold F together with discrete points

/?,, i = 1, 2, ... , k , in int(F) each of which is assigned integers zz,. > 2. The

point p with the integer zz means that there is a local chart of the orbifold

containing p of the form tp o r : U —> U/T = U, where U is a neighborhood

of the origin in R , Y is a cyclic subgroup Zn of SO(2), and p = (the image

of the origin). We often use the terminology F(nx, ... , nk) to mean such a

2-orbifold.
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m,n e Z
m, n è 2

Figure 1.1

nil nu

Figure 1.2

All the connected, orientable, bad 2-orbifolds are shown in Figure 1.1. None

can occur as a suborbifold of any good 3-orbifold, as a consequence of the

definitions (of 'good' and 'suborbifold').
All 2-orbifolds with nonempty boundary are good.

All of the orientable good 2-orbifolds whose universal covering manifolds are

2-spheres are shown in Figure 1.2. They are called spherical orbifolds. They are

isomorphic to S /G for some G c SO(3). In each case, G is isomorphic to

(a) one of the cyclic groups (b) one of the dihedral groups (c) the tetrahedral

group (d) the octahedral group (e) the icosahedral group. These are all the finite

subgroups of SO(3).

All of the orientable good 2-orbifolds whose universal covering manifolds

are 2-discs are shown in Figure 1.3. They are called discal orbifolds. They are

isomorphic to D2/Zn for Z„ c SO(2).

Next, we shall consider orientable 3-orbifolds, so we can assume that the

local groups are contained in SO(3). The finite subgroups of SO(3) are listed

above. The quotients of D by these groups are shown in Figure 1.4. From this

it follows that any orientable 3-orbifold has no codimension 1 strata and must

have an orientable 3-manifold as its underlying space. The orbifolds listed in
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Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4 are called bailie orbifolds. Note that the boundaries of bailie orbifolds

are spherical orbifolds and that the singular set of each bailie orbifold is a cone

on its boundary spherical orbifold. In this sense each bailie orbifold is called the

cone on the corresponding spherical orbifold. The assigned integer p means

that the local group is Z c SO(3). In case (b)-(e), the central vertex is the

image of the origin of the local chart, and the only point whose local group is

noncyclic. To express each orientable 3-orbifold, we can use a picture of an

orientable 3-manifold M together with properly embedded linear graphs &~

satisfying the conditions that the valencies of vertices of ÏT are at most three,

each segment / of ¿7" is assigned integers zz > 2, and their local conditions

are the same as (a)-(e) in Figure 1.4. The segment / with the integer zz means

that for each point on /, there is a local chart of the orbifold containing the

point of the form tpor:U-+U/r=U, where ¿7 is a neighborhood of the

origin in R , T is a cyclic subgroup Zn of SO(2) acting on Ü as the rotation

with angle 27r/zz around z-axis, and (/ n U) = (the image of the z-axis). The

vertex p to which segments /,, l2, l3 are incident means that there is a local

chart of the orbifold containing p of the form tpor : U —► U/T = U, where U

is a neighborhood of the origin in R , T is either one of the dihedral groups,

the tetrahedral group, the octahedral group, or the icosahedral group according

to that the triple of the integers zz, assigned to /, is (2, 2, zz), (2,3,3),

(2,3,4), or (2,3,5). Note that the boundaries of orientable 3-orbifolds

are orientable closed 2-orbifolds. Throughout this paper, mainly, we deal with

orientable 3-orbifolds.
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2.   Orbi-maps and properties of coverings

From now on, throughout this paper, we assume that orbifolds are good and

connected unless otherwise stated. And recall that we supposed all orbifolds

have no codimension 1 strata.

Let X be an zz-orbifold equipped with a base point x e |X| -IX, p : X —> X

be the universal covering and x be any lift of x. Put Q(X, x) = {à \ à is a

continuous map from [0, 1] to |X| with p(ä(0)) = p(ä(l)) = x}. Suppose

à, ß e Í2(X, x). Note that there is one and only one element z e Aut(X, p)

such that à(0) = i(ß(0)). à and ß are called equivalent, denoted by ä ~ ß , if

a(l) = i(ß(l)). Clearly this is an equivalence relation in Q(X, x). We use the

symbol [q] to denote the equivalence class represented by à in Q(X, x)/ ~.

Suppose [à], [ß] e Q(X, x)/ ~ . We can define the product of [à] and [ß],

denoted by [ä][ß], by [a ■ p(ß)\, where • implies the composition of paths, p

is the element of Aut(X, p) taking ß(0) to à(\), and p(ß) is the path derived

from transforming ß by p. It is easy to check that £2(X, x)/ ~ becomes a

group with this product. So we define nx(X, x), the fundamental group of X

based on x, by Cl(X, x)/ ~ . Moreover it is easy to show that for any point

x e p~l(x), we can define an isomorphism 4*. : Q(X, x)/ ~—► Aut(X, p) in

the following manner. Take a representative path à of a enx(X, x) beginning

at x. Define *¥%(&) = r, where t is the element of Aut(X, p) taking à(0)

to à(l). So our definition of nx(X, x) respects the ordinary one (Thurston's

definition [Th]).

Let x, x e |X| - IX and x e p~ (x), x e p~ (x). Let r be a path

from x to î'. If q isa path in |X| such that ä(0) = x and p(ä(l)) = x

then ß = r~ ■ à • r(r) is a path such that ß(0) = x and p(ß(l)) = x ,

where t is the element of Aut(X, p) taking q(0) to à(l). We therefore

define ur : nx(X, x) -> nx(X, x') by ur[á] = [r~ ■ à ■ r(r)]. It is easy to

show that zzr is an isomorphism. Note that, if x" is another lift of x and

r is a path from x to x" , then there is an element a e nx(X, x) such that

ur,[à] = a~lur[à]a , [à] e nX(X, x). Since X is connected (equivalently, |X|

is pathwise connected), for all x e \X\ - IX, 7t, (X, x)'s are isomorphic. But,

note that there are no canonical isomorphisms between them. When we are

concerned only with the isomorphism class of the fundamental group of X, we

frequently ignore the base point and use the symbol nx(X) to denote nx(X, x)

for any chosen x e \X\ - IX .

Let X, F be orbifolds, and p : X —> X, ^:F-+Fbe the universal

coverings. By an orbi-map f : X —> F, we shall mean a continuous map

A : |X| —► \Y\ with a fixed continuous map À : |X| -> \Y\ which satisfies the

following conditions:

(01) hop = qo~h.

(02) For each a e Aut(X, p), there exists axe Aut(F, q) such that h o er =

T o À .

(03) A(|X|) is not contained in IF .
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By the continuity of A, (03) is equivalent that there is some point x e

|X| - IX such that A(x) e \Y\ - IF .
We call A and h , the underlying map and the structure map of /, respec-

tively. We often use the symbols / and / to mean the underlying map and

the structure map of the orbi-map / : X —> F, respectively. We often use the

terminology f = (f, f) to mean that the orbi-map / consists of the under-

lying map / and the structure map /. Two orbi-maps /, g : X -* Y are

equal, denoted by f = g, if there exists an element t 6 Aut(F, q) such that

/ = tog. (Automatically, f = g.) Note that if we take another universal

coverings p : X —► X and q : F -» F, then the structure map / changes to

A'-1 of oh, where h : \X'\ —► |X| and A' : \Y'\ -» \Y\ are homeomorphisms

such that p = p o h and q = q o tí . So we identify / and tí ~ o foh as the

structure map of the orbi-map /. It is easy to see that if / is a diffeomorphism

from X to F and that / is a homeomorphism from |X| to |F|,then / must

be an isomorphism from X to F.

Actually, as maps between orbifolds, several different versions are given [Y,

Ta 1]. Here, we give the above definition for the arguments developed in the

later parts of this paper.

Let / : X —► F be an orbi-map. Let A be a subspace of X. By the symbol

f(A), we shall mean the subspace of F whose underlying space is f(\A\). Let

B be a subspace of F. By the symbol f~ (B), we shall mean the subspace

of X whose underlying space is f~ (\B\). We shall use the terminology f :

(X,A)^(Y,B), if f(A) c B . Let x e |X| - IX and ye\Y\- IF be base
points. We shall use the terminology / : (X, x) —► (F, y), if f(x) = y .

Let / : X —» F be an orbi-map. Let p : X —> X and q : Y —► F be

the universal coverings. Let P be a suborbifold of X. Note that the inverse

image of any suborbifold under a covering has a (not necessarily connected)

suborbifold structure of the covering orbifold. Let P be a suborbifold of X

whose underlying space is a connected component of p~ (\P\). Let p : F —>

P be the universal covering. Suppose there is a point x e \P\ - IP such

that f(x) e \Y\ - IF. The map (f\ \P\) : \P\ -► |F| together with the map

(f° P) '• \P'\ —* \Y\ is said to be the restriction of the orbi-map / : X —> F to

P, denoted by (f\P):P—>Y. Throughout this paper, we assume that, when

the symbol /1P is written for an orbi-map /: X —» F, P c X, the above

conditions are satisfied so that f\P is definable unless otherwise stated.

We can define a homomorphism f : nx(X, x) —> nx(Y, f(x)) by /,([<*]) =

[foà]. In case both X and F are manifolds, it is clear that this homomorphism

coincides with the usual homomorphism f : 7t,(|X|,x) -» zr,(|F|,y) (that is,

there is an isomorphisms tp : nx(X, x) —► zr,(|X|, x) and ip : nx(Y, f(x)) -*

nx(\Y\, f{x)) such that V°f = f°<p).
From now on, we shall fix a point x of p~ (x) as the initial point of the

representative path à of the element of orbifold fundamental groups. Then,

â~/> if and only if à(l) = ß(l).
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Let / : X —> F and g : Y —> Z be orbi-maps. Suppose there exists a point

x e |X| - IX such that /(x) e \Y\ - IF and (£ o f)(x) e \Z\ - IZ. The

map g o / : |X| —> |F| together with the map £ o / : |X| —► |F| is said to be

the composition of the orbi-maps / : X —> F and g : Y —> Z, denoted by

[gof):X->Z.

2.1. Proposition. Suppose f : (X, x) -» (F, y) azzi/ g : (F, y) —► (Z , z) Ae

orbi-maps. Then (g o f)^ = gto f:nx(X, x) ^ nx (Z , z).

Proof Let p : (X, Je) -» (X, x) ,q : (Y, y) - (F, y) and r : (Z, 2) -► (Z, z)

be the universal coverings. Let / and g be the structure maps of / and g,

respectively. Take [à] e nx (X, x). We have only to show that ((g°f)°ä)(l) =

(g o (foâ))(l). But it is trivial.   Q.E.D.

We use the symbol [ä]A to denote the element of Aut(X, p) corresponding

to [à] e nx(X, x) under the isomorphism 4^ :nx(X, x) = Aut(X, p), where

x 6 |X| is a fixed base point. And we use the symbol (f([à]))A to denote

the element of Aut(F, q) corresponding to /„([à]) e nx(Y, f(x)) under the

isomorphism ^f,^ '■ nx(Y, f(x)) = Aut(F, q). In the definition of the orbi-

map, condition (03) insure that, in the condition (02), for each a , there is only

one t. Namely, for [à]^ e Aut(X, p), x = (f([à]))A e Aut(F, q). That is,

the following proposition holds.

2.2. Proposition.  fo[ä]A = (f([ä]))A of, [à] e nx(X, x).

Proof. Note that [ä]A is characterized as the element of Aut(X, p) which

transforms q(0) = x to ¿(1) and (f([à]))A is characterized as the element of

Aut(F, q) which transforms /(q(0)) to /(<5(1)). By the condition (02), there

exists an element x e Aut(F, q) such that /o [ä]A = xof. On the other hand,

T(/(a(0))) = (t o f)(ä(0)) = (fo[à]A)(à(0)) = f(ä(l)). That is, x transforms

/(â(0)) to /(á(l)). Hence t = (f([à]))A .   Q.E.D.

Let X be an orbifold and p : X —► X the universal covering of it. Let G be

a group acting smoothly, effectively, and properly discontinuously on |X x /|,

where / = [0, 1], |X x 1/2| = |X|. (X x 1)/G is called an I-bundle over X, if

G preserves the product structure (so we may assume G preserves |X x 1/2|)

and G|(|X x 1/2|) = Aut(X, p). Namely, if G preserves |X x 0| and |X x 1|,

respectively, it is called a product I-bundle over X, denoted by X x /. From the

uniqueness of the universal covering, we may assume that (p x id) : |X x /| —►

|X x /| is the universal covering from X x / to X x /. So we may also assume

that for a product /-bundle, G = Aut(X x /, (p x id)) = Aut(X, p) x id. Let

X and F be good orbifolds. Let p : X -> X and q : Y -> F be the universal

coverings. Two orbi-maps /, g : X -> F are said to be orbi-homotopic, denoted

by / ~ 8 > if there exists an orbi-map F : X x / —> F such that F\(X x0) = f,

F | (X x 1) = g.   F I (X x t), t e |/|, is sometimes denoted by ft and an
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orbi-homotopy F : X x I —> F is sometimes denoted by the terminology an

orbi-homotopy ft:X—*Y, t e \I\. Note that ft is not always an orbi-

map since F \ (\X x t\) does not always satisfies (03) (though F \ (\X x t\) and

F | (|X x t\) satisfy (01) and (02).) Note also that if ft is an orbi-map, then

for each a e Aut(X, p), there isa te Aut(F, q) such that ft°a = x o f (t

depends only on a not on t). Namely, foa = xof if and only if goo = xog.

It is easy to see that if f], g¡ (i = 1, 2) be orbi-maps, /, ~ f2 , gx ~ g2, and

orbi-maps fx o f2 and gx o g2 are definable, then fx o f2 ~ gx o g2.

2.3. Proposition. Let f : (X, x) - (F, y) and g : (X,x) -+ (Y,y) be

orbi-maps. Let p : X -* X and q : Y -» F be the universal coverings. Let x

and x be any points of p~l (x) and p~~ (x), respectively. Let r be any path

in \X\ from x to x . Let s be any path in \Y\ from f(x) to g(x), where

f and g are the structure maps of f and g, respectively. If f ~ g, then

gt°ur = usof :nx(X,x)^nx(Y, y').

Proof. Take à e Q(X, x). We have only to show that s~l • (f o à) • p(s) ~

(g(r))~l • (g ° a) • g(x(r)), where x is the element of Aut(X, p) such that

t(x) = ¿(1) and p is the element of Aut(F, q) such that p(f(x)) = f(x(x)).

The initial point of those is g(x). The terminal point of s~ • (/ o à) • p(s)

and (g(r))~] • (go à) • g(x(r)) are p(g(x)) and g(x(x)), respectively. Since

/ and g are orbi-homotopic , po g = gor. So p(g(x)) = g(x(x)).   Q.E.D.

Let p : X -> X be any covering. Let p : X -> X be the universal covering

and t be any element of Aut(X, p). p together with x becomes an orbi-map.

Conversely, the structure map of any orbi-map whose underlying map is p is

some x e Aut(X, p). Thus, any covering possesses one and only one orbi-

map structure, p^ : nx(X, x) -» nx(X, x) is defined as the homomorphism

induced by the orbi-map whose underlying map is p (this orbi-map uniquely

exists). p(A) (ici), P~l(B) (B c X), (p \ A), etc. are defined similarly.

(Note that both symbols p(A) and p(\A\) have validity.) An (resp. a regular,

the universal) orbi-covering is an orbi-map whose underlying map is a (resp. a

regular, the universal) covering. Namely, an orbi-isomorphism is an orbi-map

whose underlying map is an isomorphism.

For orbifold coverings, we can derive the same results as those of ordinary

covering spaces. We shall list some propositions which we will need later.

2.4. Proposition. Let p : (X', x) -> (X, x) be any covering. The homomor-

phism p\ : 7r,(X', x') —* %X(X, x) is monic.

Proof. Let p : (X, x) -* (X',x') be the universal covering. Take [ó] e

nx(X',x'). We may assume that a is a path in \X\ such that ¿(0) = x

and p(a(l)) = x . From the definition of p[, p[([à\) = [idoà] = [à]. Hence,
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if pt([à]) = 1 in nx(X, x), then à(0) = â(l). This means that [à] = 1 in

Ttx(X',x).   Q.E.D.

2.5. Proposition. For any subgroup G of ^(X, x), there exists a covering

p : (X1, x) —> (X, x) such that p'tnx(X', x') = G.

Proof. Let p : (X, x) —► (X, x) be the universal covering. Regarding G as

a subgroup of Aut(X, p), put X' = X/G. Define a map p from |X/G| to

\X/ Aut(X, p)\ by p'(zG) = z Aut(X, p), for z e \X\. It is easy to show that

p  is well-defined and the desired covering.   Q.E.D.

2.6. Proposition. If p : (X1, x') -» (X, x) is any covering, then for any x0 e

|X|-IX, #y-1(x0) = |7r1(X,x);jp>1(X',x')|.

Proof. Let p : (X, x) -* (X, x) be the universal covering. There exists a

covering q : (X, x) —> (X', x') such that p = p o q . Put G = ptnx(X', x')

and A = nx(X, x). Take any point x0 e p~ (x0). Since p~ (x0) = \JaeA ax0

and p'~l(x0) = q(p~l(x0)), ax0 and gax0 are identified, for any g e G.

Hence #p'~l(x0) = |i ; G|.   Q.E.D.

Similarly, we can also show that for any suborbifold F of X and any cov-

ering p : X - X, ^IFT'tyn) = \%nx(Y,y);r¡¿p\Y\nx(Y,y)\, y0 ¿

\Y\ -IF, where n : Y -> X is the inclusion orbi-map and F is any component

of p~l(Y).

From this if p : (X1, x') -» (X, x) is a covering and nx(X', x) = nx (X, x),

then p is an isomorphism.

Let / : (X,x) —> (Y,y) be an orbi-map and p : (Y1 ,y) —> (Y,y) a

covering. A lift of / with respect to p is an orbi-map f : (X, x) -> (F', y)

with f = f and pof = f.

2.7. Proposition. Lei /" : (X, x) -► (F, y) be an orbi-map and p : (Y' ,y) -»

(F, y) a covering. There exists a lift of f, if and only if fnx(X, x) is a

subgroup of ptnx(Y', y').

Proof. Suppose f : (X, x) —> (Y1, y') is a lift of /. Since ftnx(X, x) is

a subgroup of 7r,(F',y') and f = po f, fnx(X,x) = ptftnx(X, x) <

P*nx(Y',y').

Suppose ftnx(X, x) < ptnx(Y' ,y'). Let q : (X, x) -* (X,x) and p :

(F, y) —> (Y', y') be the universal orbi-coverings. Take / : (X, x) -> (F, y),

the structure map of /. Define a map f from |X| to |F'| by f(x) =p'(f(x))

for x e |X|, where x is any point of q~ (x). It is easy to check that f is

well defined and that f = (f , f) is the desired orbi-map.   Q.E.D.

2.8. Proposition. Let p : (X1,x) —> (X,x) be a covering. If ptnx(X', x')

is a normal subgroup of nx(X, x), then p : (X\ x) -* (X, x) is a regular

covering.

Proof. Take any x'Q, x'x e p~ (x). Let a be a path from x'Q to x¡ in |X'| -
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IX'. Let q : X -> X' be the universal covering. Take x'0e q~ (x'0). Let à be

a lift of a beginning at xQ . Put ä(l) = x'x . Note that [à]A e Aut(X, p o q).

Since ptnx(X', x') is normal we can define a map p : \X'\ -> |X'| by p(z') =

q([a]A(z)), where z is any point of q~ (z). It is clear that p together with

[a]A becomes an orbi-map from X' to X'. It is clear that pop = p , p(x'0) =

x'x and p is onto. Moreover, since [âh^^X', x') = p^nX(X', x )[à], p is

injective. We can also define the inverse map of p using the inverse path of

à. Hence the map p is a homeomorphism. Since [ä]A is a diffeomorphism,

p is an isomorphism from X' to X'. Thus we can construct an element of

Aut(X', p) taking x'0 to x'x .   Q.E.D.

2.9.   Proposition. // p :(X', x) -> (X, x) is a regular covering, then

(1) pjLx(X1, x) is a normal subgroup of nx(X, x) and

(2)7tx(X,x)/ptnx(X',x')^Aut(X',p).

Proof. Let q : (X, x) -> (X', x') be the universal covering. Since p is regular,

we can define a map *F : nx (X, x) -* Aut(X', p) by *¥[&] = x, where x is the

element of Aut(X', p) taking x to q(ä(l)). It is easy to check that *¥ is an

epimorphism and the kernel is ptnx (X', x').   Q.E.D.

3.   Some tools for finitely uniformizable 3-orbifolds

Let X be an orbifold. Let a : |[0, 1]| -> |X| - IX be a loop in |X| - IX

based at x. Let p : (X, x) —► (X, x) the universal covering. Since a lies in

|X| - IX, there is a unique lift à of a in |X| with à(0) = x . By the symbol

[à], we shall mean the element of nx(X, x) represented by such à. Let a be

a loop in |X| -IX based at x + x . Take a path / in |X| -IX from x to x'.

Since l-cx-V is a loop in |X| — IX based at x, [l-a'-T ] has the meaning

as an element of nx(X, x) defined above. By the symbol [a], we shall mean

the element [l-a'-l~ ] of 7tj(X,x) defined above. If we take another path /'

in |X| - IX from x to x , then [I ■ a ■ l~ ] and [/' • a ■ l'~ ] are conjugate

in nx(X, x). If / is a map from usually oriented |5 | to |X| - IX, we can

define [/] e nx(X, x) in the similar way. If / is an embedding, we call not

only / but also the (usually oriented) image C = f(\Sl \) a simple closed curve

in |X| - IX. By the symbol [C], we shall mean [/].

A map f : \S \ —> \X\ - IX is said to be extendable to an orbi-map from

D2(n) to X if there exists an orbi-map F : D2(n) -> X with F\\dD2(n)\ = f.

Since f(\S |) c |X| - IX, there is a unique orbi-map with the underlying map

/. Hence, a map / : \S \ —> |X| - IX is extendable to an orbi-map from

D (n) to X if and only if there exists an orbi-map F : D (n) -> X such that

F | dD2(n) is equal to the orbi-map whose underlying map is /.

3.1. Lemma. Suppose X be an orbifold equipped with a base point x e \X\ -

IX and f :\S \ —> |X| - IX be a map. Then, f is extendable to an orbi-map

from D   to X, if and only if [f\ = 1 z'zz nx (X, x).
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Proof. Let p : (X, x) —► (X, x) be the universal covering and / be a path in

|X| -IX from x to the base point of /. Suppose F : D  -* X is an orbi-map
_ 2 —

with F\(\dD |) = f. Let F be the structure map of F. Since the universal
7 1 ~ 2

covering from D to D is the identity, F\(\dD |) is a lift of the map /.

So the lift of / • / • /~ is a closed curve in |X|. This implies that [/] = 1 in

nx(X,x).

Suppose [f] = 1 in nx(X, x). From the hypothesis, the lift of I • f ■ T is

a closed curve in |X| -p_1(IX). So there is a lift / : \Sl\ -» |X| -p"'(IX)

of /. Since |X| is simply connected, f is extendable to a map F from \D \
11 11

to |X|. Since id : \D \ —* \D | is the universal covering from D to D ,

(p o F, F) is the desired orbi-map.   Q.E.D.

Let X be an orbifold with a base point x 6 |X| - IX and F a suborbifold

of X with a base point y 6 |F| - IX. Let i : \Y\ -» |X| be the natural

inclusion. Let p : X —> X be the universal covering and F a component

of P~\y). Let z : |F| -> \X\ be the natural inclusion. Let q : Y -» F

be the universal covering. Define i = i o q, i together with i becomes an

orbi-map. The orbi-map (i, i) is called the inclusion orbi-map from F to

X. Let z" : F —► X be the inclusion orbi-map. When y = x, the induced

homomorphism it : nx(Y, x) —► zr^X, x) is obvious. Even if y + x, by taking

a path in |X| - IX from y to x , we can define the induced homomorphism

z'^ : 7r,(F,y) —> nx(X,x) up to conjugation in nx(X,x). Frequently, by

denoting simply nx(Y,y) —> nx(X,x), we shall mean the homomorphism

induced by the inclusion. Let p : X' -> X be any covering. Let F' be any

component of p'~ (Y) with p'(y') = y, y e Y - IF. Let i' : F' -» X' be the

inclusion orbi-map. Then we may assume that the structure maps of i and z

are equal. Hence, it is easy to see that p o /' = / o (p \y). Thus, by 2.1, we

have p'toi't = it o (p | F')„ : nx(Y', y') -> nx(Y, y).

3.2. Lemma. Let X be a k-orbifold and Y a properly embedded, 2-sided

(k - l)-suborbifold of X such that Ker^ : nx(Y, y) -> zr^X, x)) = 1.   If
1 2

/ : 15 | -> \Y\— IX is a map which is extendable to an orbi-map from D to

X then f is extendable to an orbi-map from D   to Y.

Proof. Let p:(X,x)-»(X,x) be the universal covering. Let /[ be a path

in |X| - IX from x to y and l2 be a path in \Y\ - IX from y to the base

point of /. From the hypothesis and Lemma 3.1, the lift of /, • l2 • f • l2 • lx

is a closed curve in |X|. So /2 • / • l2l is a closed curve in \Y\, where F is

any component of p~ (Y). Hence [f] = 1 in nx(Y, y). By Lemma 3.1, / is

extendable to an orbi-map from D   to Y .   Q.E.D.

A regular neighborhood of the suborbifold F in X, denoted by JV(J), is the

quotient of an Aut(X, /z)-equivariant regular neighborhood of each component

of p~ (Y) in X, where p : X —> X is the universal covering. It is easy to see
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that if F is a properly embedded, 2-sided, 2-suborbifold in a 3-orbifold X,

then JV(Y) is F x /, if F is a suborbifold of X consists of a vertex of IX,

then JV{Y) is a bailie orbifold containing F, if F is a bailie orbifold, then

Jf (Y) is a bailie orbifold containing F, and so on.

Let / : 1-S11 -► |X| - IX be a map and / a path in |X| - IX from x to the

base point of /. Define [/]" = [/•/•/~'f e7t,(X,x).

3.3. Lemma. Let X be an orbifold and p : X -> X be the universal covering.

If f : \S | —> |X| - IX is a map such that [f]n = 1 z'zz nx(X, x) and that

([/]¿) < Aut(X,'/z) has a fixed point in \X\, then f is extendable to an orbi-

map from D (zz) to X.

Proof. Let q : \S \ -* \S | be the map defined by q'(e,r) = e'nr. From the

hypothesis that [/]" = 1 in nx(X, x), there is a map /: \Sl\ -» |X| -/z_1(IX)

with p o f = f o q . Denote \D2(n)\ = c*\Sl\ and |/)2| = c * \Sl\. We may

regard the map q((l - t)c + teir) = (1 - t)c + teinr : \D2\ -* \D2(n)\ as the
11 1 1 /

universal covering from D to D (zz). Note that Aut(D , q) = Aut(S , q ).

Let / be the arc {(1 - t)c + t | 0 < t < 1} c \D2\. We shall define a continuous
2 ~ ^

map F : \D \ —> \X\ as follows: Let x e \X\ be a fixed point of ([f]A).

Define F\l by an arc in |X| from x to /(l). Let aA be the element of

Aut(D , q) corresponding to a local normal loop in D (zz) around c. By a

similar argument in the proof of 2.2, we have / o aA = [f]A o f.  (Note that

f(\Sl\) c |X|-IX.) We can define F\akAl by [ffAo(F \l)oa~k . Let e be the
2

minor sector in |£> | bounded by / and aAl. Define F \ e by an extension of

F | de . (Such an extension always exists, since |X| is simply connected.) We
k /-,Zt —k k

can define F \ aAe by [f]A o(F \e)orjA   .By piecing together (F | cr^e)'s, we can
2 —

define a continuous map F : \D | —» |X|. From the construction, F satisfies
—       2

(02) and (03). Hence we can define a continuous map F : \D (n)\ -> |X| by
— 2 — 1

F(x) = q(F(x)), where x e\D (n)\ and x is any point of q (x). It is clear

that (F, F) is the desired orbi-map.   Q.E.D.

An orbifold X is said to be finitely uniformizable, if there exists a uniformiza-

tion p : X' —► X such that Aut(X', p) is finite. An orbifold is finitely uni-

formizable if and only if its fundamental group contains a torsion free normal

subgroup of finite index.

The equivariant Dehn's Lemma, Loop Theorem and Sphere Theorem of [M-

Y 1, 2, 3] show the following results.

3.4. Theorem (Dehn's Lemma of Orbifold). Let M be a finitely uniformizable,

compact, and orientable 3-orbifold and C a simple closed curve in \dM\-l,M.

If[C] has order n in nx(M) then there exists a discal orbifold D2(n) properly

embedded in M such that \dD (n)\ = C.

Proof. Let p : M —► M be the universal covering and p : M —► M a finite

uniformization.  There is a covering q : M —> M such that p = p o q.  Let
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AT be a component of p~ (C) and K a component of q~x(K). From the

hypothesis, K is a simple closed curve in \M\. So K is also a simple closed

curve in \M\. Suppose (q \K) : K -> K and (p\K) : K -> C are m- and

«-sheeted coverings, respectively. Note that zz = mh .

Case 1. If zz = ñ , then m = 1. That is, (q \ K) : K —► K is a homeomorphism.

So [K] = 1 in fcx(M, x). Since \M\ is compact and Aut(M, p) is finite,

by Theorem 5 of [M-Y 2], there exists a disc D2 in M such that \dD2\ = K

and either g(\D2\) n |Z>2| = 0 or g(|D2|) = \D2\ for g e Aut(M, p). Hence

p(D2) = D2(n) and |0D2(zz)| = C.

Case 2. If zz > «, then [K] has order m ^ 1 in nx(M). So [AT]^ + 1 €

Aut(Af, #). Since [K]A e Aut(Af, q) leaves invariant K and Á^ is homotopi-

cally trivial in \M\, by the Corollary of Theorem 5 of [M-Y 2], [K]A has a

fixed point in \M\. On the other hand, q : M -* M is a usual covering. So

each element of Aut(Af, q) except the identity has no fixed point. Contradic-

tion.   Q.E.D.

3.5. Theorem (Loop Theorem of Orbifold). Let M be a finitely uniformizable,

compact and orientable 3-orbifold and F a compact and connected 2-suborbifold

in dM. If Ker(nx(F) -* nx(M)) + 1 then there exists a discal 2-suborbifold

D2(n) such that lnt(D2(n)) c Int(Af), dD2(n) c F and dD2(n) does not

bound any discal orbifolds in F.

Proof. Let p : M —> M be the universal covering and F any component

of p~ (F). Note that (p \ F) : F -> F is a covering. Let q : F —> F be the

universal covering. Let i : F —► M be the inclusion orbi-map, and l : \F\ -* \M\

the structure map of z. From the hypothesis that Ker( z'J + 1, there exists a

path /in \F\-(poq)-\ïF) such^that /(0)^/(l), (poq)(!(0)) = (poq)(I(l)),

and z'(/(0)) = z'(/(l)). Let p : (M, x) -* (M, x) be a finite uniformization

and F a component of p~ (F). There is a covering p : M —> M such

that p = p op . We may assume that p(F) = F1. Hence (p \ F) : F —> F' and

(p\F') : F' -» F are also coverings. Let i : \F'\ -» \M\ be the natural inclusion.

Put / = (p\F)o qo\. Note that / is a loop in |F'|, [/] + 1 in nx(\F'\) and,

since the closed curve i o I is a lift of x o I under the covering p : M —» M,

[z'o/] = 1 in nx(\M\). Hence, Ker(z^ : nx(\F'\) -» nx(\M\)) + 1. As in

the proof of Theorem 6 of [M-Y 2], we can take a simple closed curve C in

\Ff\ - p~ (IF) which belongs to the generators of Ker(z^) and is equivariant

under the action of Aut(Af, p). So p(C) = C is a simple closed curve in

\F\ - 1.F with finite order in nx(M) and does not bound the underlying space

of any discal orbifold in F . By 3.4, we can derive the conclusion.   Q.E.D.

An orbi-map / : F —» X is called an orbi-embedding, if f(Y) is a suborbifold

of X and / : F —► f(Y) is an orbi-isomorphism . Note that if /j and f2

are two structure maps of orbi-embeddings /, : F -> X and y^ : F -» X
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with fx = f2, respectively, then there is an element x e Aut(X, p) such that

t o fx = f2 , where p : X —» X is the universal covering.

Let X be an orbifold and p : X —> X the universal covering. We shall

define zr2(X) by 7i2(|X|). Let S be a spherical orbifold. Let / : S —► X be an

orbi-embedding and f :\S | -» |X| the structure map of /. We use the symbol

[f] to denote the element of zr2(|X|) defined by [f] e n2(\X\).

3.6. Theorem (Sphere Theorem of Orbifold). Let M be a finitely uniformiz-

able, compact and orientable 3-orbifold. If n2(M) + 0, then there exist a spheri-

cal orbifold S and an orbi-embedding f : S -» M such that [f] + 0 z'zz n2(M).

Proof. Let p : M —> M be a finite uniformization and p : M —> M the

universal covering. From the hypothesis, n2(\M\) + 0, so %2(\M\) + 0. By

Theorem 7 of [M-Y 1 ] and Lemma 4 of [M-Y 3], there exists a 2-sphere S c M

suchthat [|S2|]^0 in n2(\M\) and for g e Aut(M, p), g(\S2\)n\S2\ = 0 or

Sd-S2!) = |S2|. We obtain the desired orbi-embedding by p(S2).   Q.E.D.

A 3-orbifold Mis called irreducible if any spherical suborbifold in A/bounds

a bailie suborbifold in M.

3.7. Lemma. // M is a finitely uniformizable, irreducible, compact and ori-

entable 3-orbifold, then n2(M) = 0.

Proof. Suppose n2(M) + 0. By 3.6, there exist a spherical orbifold S and an

orbi-embedding f : S —> M such that [/] + 0 in n2(M). Let p : M -» M

be the universal covering and / the structure map of /. From the definition

of k2(M) , [f] + 0 in n2(\M\). On the other hand, from the hypothesis,

f(S) bounds a bailie orbifold in M. Hence / : S —► M is extendable to

an orbi-map from a bailie orbifold to M. This implies [/] = 0 in tc2(|A/|) .

Contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Let M be a 3-orbifold and F a connected 2-suborbifold which is either

properly embedded in M or contained in dM. We say that F is incompress-

ible in M if none of the following conditions is satisfied.

(i) F is a spherical orbifold which bounds a bailie orbifold in M, or

(ii) F is a discal orbifold and either F c dM or there is a bailie orbifold

X = F x / c M with dX cFödM,OT

(iii) there is a discal orbifold D2(n) c M with D2(zz) n F = dD2(n) and

dD (n) does not bound any discal orbifolds in F .

3.8. Lemma. Lez M be a finitely uniformizable, compact, and orientable 3-

orbifold and F (+ S (2,3,5)) a compact, 2-sided, and incompressible 2-sub-

orbifold in M. For any covering p : M' —> M, any component of p'~l(F) is

incompressible in M'.

Proof. In case F is a discal or spherical orbifold, we can easily show the con-

clusion by using Theorem 3 of [M-Y 4]. Otherwise let Mx = cl(M-F x [0, 1]).
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Note that in case F c dM, Mx is orbi-isomorphic to M. Since F is incom-

pressible in M, F x 0 is incompressible in Mx. It is easy to see that if each

component of p'~ (F x i), i = 0, 1, is incompressible in the component of

p'~ (Mx) which includes the component of p'~ (F x i), then each component

of p'~ (F) is incompressible in M1. So we suppose a component F' x 0 of

p'~ (F x i) is not incompressible in the component M[ of p'~ (Mx) which

includes F1 x 0. So we may assume that there is a discal orbifold D (zz) c M[

with D2(n) n (F1 x 0) = dD2(n) and dD2(n) does not bound any discal orb-

ifolds in F' x 0. Since (p'\F' x 0)t : nx(F' x 0) —> nx(F x 0) is monic, this

implies that Ker(nx(F x 0) —► nx(Mx)) + 1. Hence, by 3.5, F x 0 is not

incompressible in Mx. Contradiction.   Q.E.D.

Let M be a 3-orbifold and F a 2-suborbifold properly embedded in M. A

3-orbifold M1 (not necessarily connected) is said to be obtained by cutting M

open along F, if M' = cl(M - F x I).

3.9. Lemma. Let M be a finitely uniformizable, compact and orientable 3-

orbifold and F a compact, 2-sided, and incompressible 2-suborbifold in M.

Suppose M' is obtained by cutting M open along F. Then, for each component

N of M', the following (a) and (b) hold;
(a) If M is irreducible, then N is irreducible.

(b)K.er(7ix(N)->nx(M))= 1.

Proof, (a) Let S be a spherical orbifold in N. From the irreducibility of M,

there is a bailie orbifold B c M such that dB = S. Since F is incompressible

in M, \B\ n \F\ = 0, so we have B c N.

(b) Let p : M -> M be a finite uniformization and p : M -> M the universal

covering. Let TV be a component of p~ (N) and q : N —► N the universal

covering. Since (p \ N) : N —> N is a covering, (p \ N) o q : N —► N is the

universal covering. Take [a] e nx(N, x), x e \N\ - I/V, where a is a loop

in \N\ - I/V. Let à be a lift of a in \N\, i : N —> M the inclusion orbi-map

and i : \N\ —> \M\ the natural inclusions. Let z be the structure map of i

(automatically p o i = / o q .) If it([a]) = [i o à] = 1 in nx(M, x), then i o à

is a closed curve in \M\. Then poioä = ioqoä is a closed curve in \M\.

Hence q o à is a closed curve in \N\ and the closed curve i o à is a lift of

ioqoà under the covering p : M —> M. Thus it([q o ¿]) = 1 in nx (\M\). By

3.8, since Ker(zt : nx(\Ñ\) —► n{(\M\)) = 1, [qoä] = 1 in nx(\N\). Hence à

is a closed curve in \N\.   Q.E.D.

3.10. Lemma. Let M be a finitely uniformizable, compact and orientable 3-

orbifold and F a compact, 2-sided, and incompressible 2-suborbifold in M.

Then Ker(/'„ : 7r,(F) -> %X(M)) = 1.

Proof. Let N be a component of cl(M - F x [0, 1]) containing F x 0. From

the incompressibility of F and 3.5, Ker(7r,(F x 0) —> nx(N)) = 1 . By 3.9,

Ker(jr,(A0 -» nx(M)) = 1. Hence Ker(7r,(F x 0) -> nx(M)) = 1.   Q.E.D.
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4.     A CONSTRUCTION OF AN ORBI-MAP

Let S be a spherical orbifold and B be the bailie orbifold which is the cone

on S. By denoting B = c * S, we shall mean that B is the cone on S and c

is the cone point of 15 .

4.1. Lemma. Let M be an orientable 3-orbifold such that the underlying space

of the universal covering orbifold of lnt(M) is homeomorphic to R . Let S be

any spherical orbifold. Then, for any orbi-map f : S —> lnt(M), there exists an

orbi-map g from the cone on S to M such that g\S = f.

Proof. Let p : S2 -* S and q : M -> M be the universal coverings. Let /

be the structure map of /. Let e and e' be 2-discs on the underlying space

of S such that \S\ = e U e , de = de' and IS c de. Let ë be the closure

of a connected component of p~l(e) - p~l(LS) and ë' be the closure of a

connected component of p~l(e')-p~ (15). (See Figure 4.1.) We can describe

|52|=       (J      (aAëU aAë').

0A€Aut(S2 ,p)

Let B be the cone on 5. We shall denote B = c * S. Let p : B3 -> B be the

universal covering and c = p~ (c). We can describe

\B3\=       [J      (c*(oAë)Uc*(oAe)).

oAeAut{S2 ,p)

We may assume p((l - t)c + tx) = (1 - t)c + tp(x), where x e |52|. Note

that Aut(52, p) = Aut(B3, p). From the hypothesis, we can regard (ft:7tx(S))A

as a finite subgroup of diff+(R3). Hence, by Corollary I.lb of [B-K-S] (also

by Theorem 4 of [M-Y 4] in case (fnx(S))A ^ A5), there exists a point d in

Int(|M|) fixed by (fnx(S))A.   _

For any fixed point y e Int(|Af|) of an element xA e (fnx(S))A , there is a

line segment in Int(|A/|) from d to y fixed by xA. Note that, if x e \S | is

fixed by aA e Aut(S2, p), then f(x) is fixed by f(a)A , since f(cj)A(f(x)) =

f(°A(x)) = f(x), by 2.2.

2

._Á

Figure 4.1
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Let Q = c * e, Q' = c * e , and {x,, x2, x3} = 15. Let /, be the arc

c * x, and L, the arc in de such that dLi = {x , xk) and x, 0 L,, where

{i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. Let Ef = c * L,. Let x,. = p~\xi) ne, Q = c * ë,

Q' = c*e , /, = p~l (/,)n(2, and F, = p~l (F,.)nß. We shall define a continuous

map g : \B3\ -> \M\ as follows: Let (o¡)A be the element of Aut(52, p) fixing

x,, corresponding to a local normal loop in 5 around x,. Define g | /, by the

above line segment fixed by (f(o¡))A . Let pA be any element of Aut(B , p).

We can define g \ pjt by (f (p))A ° (g | /,) ° p~A . Define g | F,. by an extension

of g\dEr (Such an extension always exists, since \M\ is simply connected.)

We can define g\pAEi by (ft(p))A°(g\ e¡)opAl . Define g\Q and g\Q' by

extensions of £ | dQ and g 19Q', respectively. (Such extensions always exist,

since n2(\M\) = 0.) We can define g\pAQ and g\pAQ' by (f„(p))Ao(g\ Q)o

p~A and (ff(p))A o (g I ö') o p~A , respectively. By piecing together (g \ pAQ)'s

and (g | pAQYs, we can define a continuous map £ : \B | —> |Af |.

From the construction, g satisfies (02) and (03). Hence we can define a

map g : \B\ —> \M\ by ^(x) = q(g(x)), where x e \B\ and x is any point of

p~ (x). It is clear that (g, g) is the desired orbi-map.   Q.E.D.

Let 5 be a triangulable topological space and (K, t) a simplicial division

of 5. From now on, we identify 5 and the underlying polyhedron |AT| so

that we call the simplicial complex K a simplicial division of 5. Let X be

an zz-orbifold. A simplicial division Kx of |X| is called a simplicial divi-

sion of X if the k-dimensional strata is included in the polyhedron consists of

\J{e | e e Kx}} and for each zz-simplex e, we have either e n IX = 0 or there

is only one proper face e of e such that e n IX = e . An orbifold which

has a simplicial division is said to be triangulable. It is easy to see that if Kx

is a simplicial division of X, then any subdivision of Kx is also a simplicial

division of X. Note that orientable 2- or 3-orbifolds are triangulable. Fur-

thermore, if F is a properly embedded, 2-sided, 2-suborbifold in an orientable

3-orbifold M, then for any triangulation KF of F, there exists a triangulation

KM of M such that KF is a subcomplex of KM . These are proved by an ana-

log of the argument in the proof of 5.2 (using the product structures and mixing

triangulations). Let X and F be triangulable orbifolds. Let Kx and KY be

the simplicial divisions of X and F, respectively. An orbi-map / : X —» F is

called a simplicial orbi-map with respect to Kx and KY , if / is a simplicial

map from |X| (= |ATX|) to \Y\ (= \KY\) with respect to Kx and KY , where

\K\ is the underlying polyhedron of the complex K .

Let M be a 2- or 3-orbifold. Let p : M —> M be any covering. Note that if

KM is any simplicial division of M then the pull back of KM under p gives

a simplicial division of M. We will denote the simplicial division of M by

KM . With these simplicial divisions, the orbi-covering with the underlying map

p is a simplicial orbi-map. Moreover, p is a homeomorphism on each simplex

eA of KM to a simplicial eg of KM.
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Let M be an zz-orbifold, zz = 2,3. Let p : (M, x) —> (M, x) be the

universal covering. Let KM be a simplicial division of M. Let K*M be the dual

cell division of KM . Let F be a maximal tree of K*M . We may assume that T

is including x. Let f be the lift of T under p including x. Put D = {e\e

is an zz-simplex of KM with e n \f\ + 0} . Note that (p\D):D-> \M\ is one

to one except on (zz - l)-faces of some e's. And note that (p \ D) is two to one

on interior of such faces. We remove one of all such faces from D and attach

(n - 2) faces of such faces which are the preimage of IM to get a domain

Me in \M\ such that (p \ Me) : Me —> \M\ is one to one. We call such Me a

fundamental domain of p : M -> M.

4.2. Theorem. Let M be a compact 2- or 3-orbifold and N an orientable 3-

orbifold such that the underlying space of the universal covering orbifold of Int( N)

is homeomorphic to R . For any homomorphism tp : nx(M) -» nx(N), there

exists an orbi-map f : M —> N such that f = tp.

Proof. Let U(LM) be a regular neighborhood (in the ordinary sense) of IA/

in \M\. Let KQ be a simplicial division of \M\ - C/(IAf). Let A^r) be the r-

skeleton of AT0 . Fix a base point x included in AT¿ . Let F be a maximal tree

including x. We can describe A¿ - F u {kx, ... , kr} , where kx, ... ,kr are

1-simplices in K^ . Let p : M —► M be the universal covering. By the symbol

KQ, we shall mean the pull back of K0 under p . Fix a base point x ep~ (x).

Note that we can find one and only one simple closed curve in |FU zc,|. Let &,

be the lift of the simple closed curve under p with the initial point x . Since

¿, 6 Q(M, x), [kj] e nx(M, x). Let q : N —> N be the universal covering.

Step I. We construct maps /, : lÂ^I - \Ñ\ - q~l(ZN) and fx : \K{01)\ - |7V| -

ZN which satisfy (01), (02), (03) and [/joZc,] = çz[Zc,] e nx(N). (Automatically,

t of (02) is <p[zc,.].)

Fix a base point y in A^ = |A^| -I/V. Define fx(\T\) = y . Fix y e q~l(y).

Let /,. be a representative of #>[£,] (it is a path in \N\ - q~ (IAO) • Note

that fl(/,) = /, is a loop in NQ. Define fx(kt) = /,. Thus we get a map

/, : \K^\ -* N0. Let r\ : Tr^AT^D -» %X(M) andj : nx(N0) - 7r,(/V) be the

obvious epimorphisms. From the construction of fx, it holds that ÇofXt = <pon.

So there exists a lift (in the ordinary sense) fx : |A¿ '| -> o- (A'q) . It is easy to

verify that these /, and fx are the desired maps.

Let Me be a fundamental domain of p : M —> M including x. By the

symbol (z, a), z e \M\, a e nx(M, x), we shall mean oA(z) e \M\, where

z is one point in p~ (z) n Me.

Step 2. We construct maps f2 : \KQ(2)\ -> \Ñ\ and f2 : \K{2)\ -» \N\ which

satisfy (01), (02), (03), f2 \ \K™\ = fx and f2 \ \K{¿\ = fx .
Let K1 be the collection of all e(2) e KÍ    such that any point in Int(e( ') is
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Figure 4.2

expressed by (z, 1), z e\K^'\, 1 e nx(M, x). Since \N\ is simply connected,

we can extend the map /, | de ' to the map p : e —> |/V|. Note that, for any

<7A e Aut(Af, p) and aA(e{ '), tp(a)A o p o a~   is a map from aA(e^  ) to \Ñ\
"" (7\

and an extension of fx\d (aA(e )). By piecing together above extensions on

each e{2) e K' and aA(e{2)), e{2) e K', we can get a map f2 : \K(2)\ -* \Ñ\.

Define f2 : \K{2)\ -» \N\ by /2(z) = (q o /2)(z), where z e |AT¿2)| and z is any

point in p~\z). Such /2 and /2 satisfy (01), (02), (03), f2\\K{0l)\ = fx and

/21 |A^q  | = /¡ . In case dim M = 2, by 3.3, the proof is completed.

Step 3. We construct maps f3 : \K{03)\ -» |/V| and /3 : |A:¿3)| -+ |/V| which satisfy

(01), (02), (03), 7311^2)| = f2 and /31 \K{2)\ = f2.
This can be done by the same way as Step 2, since n2(\N\) = 0. Let z0 £

I( M. By the symbol B(z0), we shall mean the regular neighborhood of zQ in

Af. Note that B(z0) is a bailie orbifold. By the symbol 5(z0), we shall mean

the spherical orbifold dB(z0). We may assume that \B(z0)\n\K0\ = lxL)l2L)l3,

where /,'s are simple arcs in |5(z0)| such that /, n/- = 9/, = 9/- and that each

component of |5(z0)| - (lx U l2 U /3) includes one and only one singular point

of S(z0). (See Figure 4.2.) Put L = \K0\ U (UZq€^m \S{z0)\) and

~      ~       ( \
L=|A"0|U        (J    p-[(\S(z0)\)    .

\z0^M J

Step 4. We construct maps f4 : L —> |/V| and f4 : L —* \N\ which satisfy (01),

(02), (03), 74 | |A"(3)| = f3 and f4 | |A"<3)| = /3.
Note that the orbifold whose underlying space is the closure of each compo-

nent of |5(z0)| - (lx U l2 U /3) is a discal orbifold. Let D(z0) be one of those

discal orbifolds. If necessary, by modifying with an orbi-homotopy, we may

assume that f4(\dD(z0)\) c \N\ - I/V. Hence, we can apply 3.3 to show Step 4.

Step 5. Since the remaining parts are the cones on spherical orbifolds, by 4.1,

we extend the map and get a desired orbi-map from M to N.   Q.E.D.

By almost the same way as 4.1, we can show the following results.
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4.3. Lemma. Let F be any orientable and nonspherical 2-orbifold. Let S be

any spherical orbifold. Then, for any orbi-map f : S —> Int(F), there exists an

orbi-map g : c * 5 -» F such that g \S = f \S.

Proof. Let q : F —> F be the universal covering. Since F is not spherical,

|Int(F)| is homeomorphic to R . Since dim IF = 0, each finite subgroup

G of Aut(F, q) has a fixed point in |Int(F)|. Let d be the fixed point of

(fnx(S))A. We shall use the same symbols as in the proof of 4.1. We can

define a map ge : \c * ë\ -» \F\ by ge((l - t)c + ty) = d . The remaining parts

of the proof are the same as the proof of 4.1.   Q.E.D.

4.4. Proposition. Let M be a compact 2- or 3-orbifold and F any orientable

and nonspherical 2-orbifold. For any homomorphism tp : nx(M) —» nx(F), there

exists an orbi-map f : M —> F such that f = <p.

Proof. By 4.3, we can prove this in the same way as 4.2.   Q.E.D.

5.   Modifications of orbi-maps

For a simplicial complex K and x e K( , the open star neighborhood of

x with respect to K, 0(x, K), is the interior of the underlying polyhedron of

st(x, K).

5.1. Theorem. Suppose M, N are compact and triangulable 2- or 3-dimension-

al orbifolds and f : M —> N is an orbi-map. Then, for any simplicial division

KN of N, there exist simplicial divisions KM of M and a simplicial orbi-map

g : M —> TV wz'íA respect to KM and KN such that f and g are orbi-homotopic.

Proof. (I) Let / : \M\ —> \N\ be the underlying map of /. Since M is compact

and / is continuous, there exist simplicial divisions KM of M which satisfy

the following condition; for any vertex v e K(M', there exists a vertex w e KN

such that 0(v , KM) c f~\0(w , KN)). Hence f(0(v , KM)) c 0(w, KN).

Note that such w is not unique with respect to v . For each v e KM , cor-

respond one of those points, w(v). We may assume that there exists a vertex

x0 e K(¿] with f(x0) e K{°] n (\N\ -IN). Let p : M -» M and q : Ñ -> N

be the universal coverings. Let f : \M\ —> \N\ be the structure map of /. It is

clear that for each v e p~ (v), there exists only one w(v) e q" (w(v)) such

that f(0(v , KM)) c 0(w(v), KN). (Note that we have already fixed a w for

each v.)

(II) Define a map g0 from K^ to K^ by g0(v) = w(v). We can easily

show that jTrj satisfies the condition that g0 o aA = (f(o))A o g0 , a e nx(M).

Define a map g from KM to KN by piecing together the linear extension

of g0 on each simplex of KM. It is easy to check that g also satisfies the

condition that g o aA = (ft(a))A ° g , o e nx(M). Thus we can define a map

g : \M\ -» \N\ by g(x) = q(g(x)), x e \M\, where x is any point of p~\x).

Note that g(x0) = f(x0) e |/V|-I/V. Since g is simplicial, g is also simplicial.

It is clear (g, g) is the desired orbi-map.
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(III) We shall define an orbi-map F : M x I -* N in the following manner:

For (x,/)e|Mx/|, define

F(x,t) = tg(x) + (l-t)f(x).

Since for each x e \M\, both f(x) and g(x) are included in a same simplex

of KN , F satisfies (02). Hence, we can define an orbi-map F : \M x I\ —> \N\

by F(x, t) = q(F(x, t)), x e \M\, where x is any point of p~l(x). Note

that F(x0, t) = f(x0) e \N\ - I/V for any te\I\. It is easy to see that (F, F)

is the desired orbi-homotopy.   Q.E.D.

Let X and F be orbifolds and p : X —> X and q : Y -» F be the universal

coverings. Note that (p x q) : X x Y —► X x F is the universal covering. Let

/:!-»!' and g : Y —> F' be orbi-maps. The product of orbi-maps f and

g, denoted by fx g ,is the orbi-map whose underlying map and structure map

are f x g and / x g, respectively.

5.2. Remark. In 5.1, suppose that for a component A of dM, there is a

component B of dN such that f(A) c ß and (f\A) : A -* B is an orbi-

covering. Then we can construct an orbi-homotopy F between / and g such

that F \(Axt) = f, for te\I\.

Proof. Since (f\A) : A —> B is an orbi-covering, we may assume that M is

triangulated so that / is a homeomorphism from each simplex in \A\ to a

simplex in |5|. Let Ax I be the product neighborhood of A = A x 0 in M.

Triangulate cl(M -(Ax I)) by mapping the above triangulation of M with an

orbi-isomorphism from M to cl(Af - (Ax I)). Let Tx be the triangulation of

cl(M - (A x I)). Triangulate A x I by triangulating each eA x I as indicated

in Figure 5.1, where eA x 1 is a 2-simplex of Tx in \A x 1|. Let T2 be the

triangulation of A x I. Since T2 is compatible with Tx on A x 1, these give

a triangulation of M. Let KM be the triangulation of M.

We can easily construct an orbi-map A : X —> X such that A is orbi-

homotopic to the identity orbi-map idx and that A(x, s) = (x, 0), (x, s) e

eA x I. Since f = f o idx is orbi-homotopic to / o A and this orbi-homotopy

fixes /| yl, we may assume that for any 2-simplex eA of KM in |^4|, /| eA is

a homeomorphism from eA to a simplex of KN in |5|, and f(x, s) = (x, 0),

(x, s) € eA x /.

Let KA  be the restriction of KM  to /4  and KB  the restriction of KN

to B. It is clear that for each v e K(A], f(v) e Tf and f(0(v, K~M)) c
0(f(v), K~N), where 0(v , K) is the open star neighborhood of v with respect

to K.

Put K*M = SdK KM (the barycentric subdivision of KM which is invariant

on KA). Put L = {e e K*M \ e n \A\ = 0}. There exists a subdivision L* of L

such that for each v e (L*)(0), there is a if e K^ such that /(0(w, L*)) c

0(tt;, KN). It is easy to construct a subdivision K'M of AT^ such that K~'M

coincides with L*  on \L\ and is invariant on KA .   Take z; e (X'M)    .   In
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case v e lnt(\L\). Since 0(v , K'M) = 0(v , C), f(0(v , K'M)) c 0(w , KN)

for some w e K^ . In case v e \M\ - Int(|L|). Since there is a vertex u e

Kf, 0(v,K'M)cO(u,KM), f(0(v,K'M))cf(0(u,KM))cO(f(u),KN).
Hence we have constructed a simplicial division K'M of M which satisfies the

following conditions; for any v e (K'My ', there is a vertex w e K^' such

that f(0(v , K'M)) c 0(w , KN). Namely, by the construction, for any vertex

v of K'M in \A\, f(0(v , K'M)) c 0(f(v), KN). Hence, in (I) of the proof of

5.1, we can choose f(v) as w(v). Under such a choice, the orbi-homotopy

constructed in the proof of 5.1 fixes f\A.   Q.E.D.

Let M be a 3-orbifold and 5 a spherical suborbifold which is a cyclical

type (i.e. 7Tj(5) = Zn ) and bounds the cone in M. Let D and D' be discal

orbifolds such that Df)D' = dD = dtí and D U D' = S. It is easy to verify

that D and D1 are ambient orbi-isotopic in M. Hence, we have

5.3. Proposition. Let M be a 3-orbifold and F, G be 2-suborbifolds of M.

Suppose there exist discal suborbifolds D c F and D' c G such that F -

lnt(D) = G - lnt(D') and DuD' bounds the cone in M. Then F and G are

ambient orbi-isotopic in M.

Let M be a compact 3-orbifold and X an orbifold. We say that two

orbi-maps /', g : M -> X are C-equivalent if there are orbi-maps / = /0, /,,

•••>/„ = S from M to X with either f is orbi-homotopic to f_x or f

agrees with f_x on M - B for some bailie 3-orbifold B c M with B n dM

a discal orbifold or \B\ n \dM\ = 0. Note that C-equivalent orbi-maps induce

the same homomorphisms nx(M) -» nx(X) up to choices of base points and

inner automorphisms.
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For a triangulable orbifold X, the Euler number x(X) is defined by the

formula

X(X)=le(-l)áim{e'\l/#(Ge)),

where e¡ ranges over simplices of the given triangulation and G„ is the local

group of any point of x e Int(e,). This does not depend on the choices of

triangulations.

5.4. Lemma. Let X and Y be orbifolds. Let p : X -> X and q : Y —> F

be the universal coverings. Suppose dimX = zz and 7r„_,(|F|) = 0. Let g :

|X| —> \Y\ be a map which satisfies the condition that there is a homomorphism

tp : Aut(X, p) —> Aut(F, q) such that for a e Aut(X, p), g o a = tp(a) o g.

Then there exists a map f : |X| —► \Y\ which satisfies the following conditions:

(1) There exists a point x e |X| -p_1(IX) such that f(x) e \Y\ - q~xÇLY).

(2) There exists an n-ball B" c |X| -/z_1(IX) such that Bn n a(Bn) = 0,

a e Aut(X, p), a + id and

f\
( \
|X|-     U^   °(B")

\ o€Aut(X,p) j

= g\

(

\X\ -      U      a(Bn)

\ aeAM{X,p)

(3) For each creAut(X,p), f oo = <p(o) o f.

Proof. If there is a point x e \X\ - p~\lX) such that g(x) e\Y\- q~l(LY),

we have nothing to do. Suppose there are no such points. We can take a

small zz-ball Bn c |X| -p~l(LX) such that B" n a(Bn) = 0, a e Aut(X, p),

a + id. Put C = {a(Bn); a e Aut(X, p)} . Define f\ (\X\-C) = g\ (\X\-C).
Let A be an arc properly embedded in Bn . Let Á be an arc in dBn with

dA = dÁ . Let D2 be a disc in B" bounded by A U Ä . Take a x elntA.

Define f(x) = y, where j? is a point in \Y\ - #-1(IF). Extend / to A by

using any paths in \Y\ from f(dA) to f(x). Since \Y\ is simply connected,

we can extend f to D2 . Since zrn_,(|F|) = 0, we can extend / to Bn . Define

f\a(Bn) = <p(a) o(f\B")orj-{ . Thus, we get the desired map /. Q.E.D.

The proof of the following theorem is modelled on the proof of 6.5 of [H].

5.5. Theorem (Transversal modification of dimension 3). Suppose M and N

are compact and orientable 3-orbifolds such that N is containing a properly

embedded, 2-sided, 2-suborbifold F such that Ker(zr1(F) -> nx(N)) = l, F

is not a spherical orbifold, and the underlying space of the universal covering

orbifold of each component of lnt(N - F) is homeomorphic to R . For any

orbi-map f : M —> N, there exists an orbi-map g : M —► N such that

(1) g is C-equivalent to f,

(2) each component of g~ (F) is a properly embedded, 2-sided, incompressible

2-suborbifold in M, and
(3) for properly chosen product neighborhoods Fx[-l,l] of F = F x 0

z'zz N and g~X(F) x [-1, 1] of g~l(F) = g~l(F) x 0 z'zz M, g maps each
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Figure 5.2

fiber x x |[-1, 1]| homeomorphically to the fiber g(x) x |[-1, 1]| for each x e

\g~\F)\.

Proof. We suppose that A^ is triangulated in such a way that a product neigh-

borhood F x [-1, 1] of F is triangulated as a product. That is, each simplex

in F x [-1, 1] is the join of a simplex in F x 1 with a simplex in F x (-1).

Then, we may assume that \F\ = \F x 0| possesses the following properties with

respect to the triangulation K~N of N ; (a) \F\ n ATy = 0, (b) \F\ intersects

transversely with \KN \, (c) for a 3-simplex e e KN , e n \F\ is either empty

or topologically only one 2-cell D which satisfies the following properties; if

for an edge e(1) of e, e(1) n D + 0, then e(1) (ID isa point and if for a face

e ' of e , e ' n£> + 0, then e 'f)D is an arc properly embedded in e( ' (See

Figure 5.2). By 5.1, we can suppose that M is triangulated in such a way that

/ is a simplicial orbi-map with respect to AT^. It is easy to check that each

component of f~ (F) is a properly embedded, 2-sided 2-suborbifold and that

condition (3) is satisfied relative to Fx[-l/2, 1/2] and /"'(Fx[-l/2, 1/2])

with no differences in the case of manifolds. If each component of f~ '(F) is

incompressible, the proof is completed. If not, we consider the following three

possibilities.

Case I. f~X(F) contains a compressible spherical orbifold 5. Then 5 bounds

a bailie orbifold B in M. Let U be a small regular neighborhood B. Put

dU = S x t0 c S x[-l, 1]. (See Figure 5.3.) From the hypothesis, by Lemma

4.3, there exists an orbi-map /:fi-»F such that f \ dB = /15. If necessary,

by using 5.4, we can define an orbi-map /, : M —> N as follows;

(a) (fx\M - \nt(U)) = (f\M - lnt(U)), (if necessary, by using 5.4, we

may assume that there is a point x e \M\ - (| Int U\ U lAf) such that f(x) e

\N\-ZN.)
(b) (fx\S x [0, i0]) : 5 x [0, t0] - F x t0, by / x c,

(c) (fx | B) : B —> F x tQ, by f x c, where c : [0, tQ] —> t0 is a constant

map. (Note that we regard c as the orbi-map both of whose underlying map

and structure map are the constant map [0, t0] —> t0 .)

Then /, is C-equivalent to / and f~l(F) c f~l(F) - S.
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Case 2. f~ (F) contains a compressible discal orbifold D. As in case 1, we

obtain an orbi-map fx:M—>N C-equivalent to / with fx~ (F) c f~ (F) -

D.

Case 3. There is a discal orbifold D in Int(Af) with Dnf~l(F) = dD and

dD does not bound any discal orbifolds in f~ (F). Let U be a regular neigh-

borhood of D in M such that A = Uf\f~ (F) is an annulus properly embed-

ded in U. Let Dx and D2 be the disjoint discal orbifolds in dU with dA =

dDxlldD2, and choose disjoint discal orbifolds F, and F2 properly embedded

in U with 9F, = dDi and |F,| n |Dj = 0. (See Figure 5.4.) We may assume

that /(|9F,|) c |/Y|—E/Y (if necessary, by modifying with an orbi-homotopy fix-

ing out of a small tubular neighborhood of |9F,|). We define an orbi-map fx :

M^N as follows: Put /, | (M-lnt(U)) = f\ (M-lnt(U)). Since [|9F,|f = 1
in nx(M) for some zz e N, [/[(|9F,|)]" = 1 in nx(N). By 3.3, we can extend

fx 19F, to orbi-maps from F, to F. We can find bailie orbifolds Bi, B'i,

C,, C2, and C3 indicated as Figure 5.5 with B¡ = F,, x [0, 1] and B\ = F, x

[-1,0]. Define an orbi-map (/, 15,(,)) : F,. x [0, s] -» F x [0, e] by (/t 15,) =
(/j | F,) x id, x e E¡, where e = ±1. Put 5, = 9C,. 5, is a spherical orbifold.

Since fx(S¡) C Int(TV-F), by 4.1, fx is extendable to an orbi-map from C,. to

N-F .Let A' be an annulus in dU such that 9vl' = dEx x (-l)udE2 x (-1).

Put 5' = A1 U (F, x (-1)) U (E2 x (-1)) (= dC3). For the same reason, we can

extend /, | S' to an orbi-map from C3 to N - F . Then /, is C-equivalent to

/ and fxx(F) = (f~l(F)-A)l)Ex UF2. Note that /, is forced to an orbi-map

opposite sides of F, to opposite side of F .

In each of the above cases, fx satisfies (3) of the theorem.

We define the complexity of /, denoted by c(f), as follows; Let L be

the maximum of the orders of the local groups of M. Suppose the minimal

number of the Euler numbers of all the components of /~ (F) is more than

-r + (m - \)/L and is not more than -r + m/L, where r e Z and zrz e

{0, 1, 2, ... , L - 1}.   Let n_r+¡+j,L be the number of the components of

f~ (F) whose Euler numbers are more than -r + i + (j - l)/L and not more
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than -r + i + j/L. We define

c(f) = (n_r+m/L, n_r+(m+X)/L,..., n_r+x, n_r+x+m/L ,...,n2).

Let jr be the set of all orbi-maps / : M -» N such that the minimum of

Euler number of all components of f~l(F) is not less than -r + m/L. We

order c(Jf) lexicographically: i.e.,

(n_r+m/L,...,n2)<(n__r+m/L,...,n'2)

if there is some te {-r + m/L, -r + (m+ \)/L,..., 2} suchthat

nk = nk   for k < t   and   nt<n\.

It is easy to verify that in every case c(fx) < c(f). Thus, by an inductive

argument, the proof will be completed.   Q.E.D.

5.6. Corollary. Let M be a compact and orientable 3-orbifold. If there is an

epimorphism tp : nx(M) -» Z, then there exists a properly embedded, 2-sided,

nonseparating incompressible 2-suborbifold in M.
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Proof. Let 5 be the solid torus. By 4.2, there exists an orbi-map f : M -> 5

such that f = tp. Let D be a meridian disc of 5. By 5.5, each component

of /~ (D) is a properly embedded, 2-sided, incompressible 2-suborbifold in

M. Since f% is epimorphism, there is a loop a in \M\ - IM such that

f[a] = z ; the generator of nx(S). By (3) of 5.5, there exists a component F

of f~ (S) suchthat a meets \F\ transversely in nonzero intersection number.

Hence, there exists a loop in \M\ - 2 Ai which intersects F transversely in

some direction at least one. This implies F is nonseparating.   Q.E.D.

Let F be a 2-orbifold. A simple closed curve C in |Int(F)| - IF is called

essential if C does not bound the underlying space of any discal orbifold in

F . A simple arc A properly embedded in \F\ - IF is called essential if there

is a subarc B of |9F| suchthat AliB does not bound the underlying space of

any 2-discs in F . Let B be a essential simple closed curve or a essential simple

arc. Let F' be a component of cl(F - B x I). Let p : F —> F be the finite

uniformization, F' a component of p~l(F'), and B a lift of B. It is easy to

see that B is essential (in the ordinary sense) in \F\. Hence tix(F') -* nx(F)

is monic. By the same way as in the proof of 3.9(b), nx (F1) —► zr, (F) is monic.

5.7. Lemma. Suppose F and G are compact and orientable 2-orbifolds. Let

f, g be two orbi-maps from F to G and D a discal suborbifold in F such

that (/| F - lnt(D)) = (g\F - Int(D)). Then f and g are orbi-homotopic.

Proof. Define an orbi-map F : F x I ^ G as follows: F | ((F - Int(Z))) x /) =

(/|(F-Int(Z>))) xid, F\(DxO) = f\D, and F | (D x 1) = g\D. By 4.3,
we can extend F to the remaining parts. It is clear that F | (F x 0) = / and

F\(Fxl) = g.   Q.E.D.

Let L be a 1-suborbifold in a 2-orbifold. L is called essential if \L\ is

essential.

5.8. Theorem (Transversal modification of dimension 2). Suppose F and G

are compact and orientable 2-orbifolds such that G is containing a properly

embedded, 2-sided l-suborbifold L with Ker(^,(L) -» nx(G)) = 1. If f : F -*
G is any orbi-map, then there exists an orbi-map g : F -» G such that

(1) g is orbi-homotopic to f,

(2) each component of g~ (L) is a properly embedded, 2-sided, essential 1-

suborbifold in F, and

(3) for properly choosen product neighborhoods L x [-1, 1] of L = L x 0

z'zz G and g~l(L) x [-1, 1] of g~l(L) = g~x(L) x 0 z'zz F, g maps each

fiber x x |[-1, 1]| homeomorphically to the fiber g(x) x |[— 1, 1]| for each x e

\g~l(L)\.

Proof. By the same principle of 5.5, we may assume that f~l(L) is a properly

embedded, 2-sided, l-suborbifold in F and that (3) holds. If each component

of /" (L) is essential, the proof is completed. If not, we consider the following

two possibilities.
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Case 1. A component C of f (L) bounds a discal orbifold D in F. Let

U be the regular neighborhood of D in F. Put 9{7 = Cxr0cCx[-l, 1].

Since [|C|]" = 1 in nx(F) for some zz e N, [/(|C|)]" = 1 in nx(G). Since

Ker(«,(L) - nx(G)) = I, [f(\C\)]n = 1 in nx(L). Hence [/(|C|)] = 1 in

nx (L). Hence (f\C):C—>L is extendable to an orbi-map (/ | D) : D —> L.

Define an orbi-map fx : F —> G in a manner similar to the proof of 5.4. By

5.7, /, is orbi-homotopic to / and fxx(L) c f~X(L) - C.

Case 2. The underlying space of a component B of f~ (L) is an inessential

arc in \F\ - 2F. As in the proof of 5.7 and Case 1, we obtain an orbi-map

fx:F ^ G orbi-homotopic to / with f\X(L) cf~X(L)-B.
We define the complexity c(f) of / by the number of the components of

f (L). Clearly c(fx) < c(f). Thus the proof will be completed by an inductive

argument.   Q.E.D.

6.     /-BUNDLES

6.1. Theorem. Let M be a compact and orientable 3-orbifold with boundaries

and F (+ spherical orbifold) a component of dM such that it : nx(F) -»

nx(M) is an isomorphism. Then M is orbi-isomorphic to F x I by an orbi-

isomorphism which takes F to F x 0.

Proof. [B-N and F] show that good orientable 2-orbifolds are finitely uniformiz-

able. Thus there exists a torsion free normal subgroup G of itnx(F) (=

nx(M)). Let p : M -» M be the finite uniformization with ptnx(M) = G.

Let F be a component of p~ (F). Note that nx(F) injects into G. Let

j : F —> M be the inclusion orbi-map. Suppose |G; pJ+nx(F)\ > 1 ; then

= \nx(M);ptnx(M)\ x \ptnx(M); pJtnx(F)\

> \nx(M) ; ptnx(M)\ = the number of sheets of p.

On the other hand,

\nx(M);pJ,nx(F)\ = \it7ix(F);pJtnx(F)\

= |rc,(F); ÇXpj,nx(F)\

= the number of sheets of (p \ F) : F —» F.

Since the number of sheets of (p \ F) cannot be greater than the number of

sheets of p, this is a contradiction. Hence G = Ptjtnx(F), and so by 2.4,

nx(M) = jtnx(F). By Theorem 10.2 of [H], M = F x I. Since

\7tx(M);pt7ix(M)\ = \i,7tx(F);pj\nx(F)\

= \nx(F);(p\F),7zx(F)\,

p~x(F) = F . Consequently, dM consists of two components. By Theorem 8.1

of [M-S], we have the conclusion.   Q.E.D.
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6.2. Theorem. Let M be a compact and orientable 3-orbifold with boundaries

and F (+ spherical orbifold) a component of dM which is incompressible in

M. If the index, \nx(M); i^n^F)], of itnx(F) in nx(M) is finite, then either

(1) \nx(M); z>,(F)| = 1 and M = F x I with F = F xO,or

(2) \nx(M); i^n^F)] = 2 and M is a twisted I-bundle over a compact

nonorientable closed 2-orbifold.

Proof. Let p : M —> M be the covering associated with itnx(F). There is a

component F0 of dM such that (p | F0) : F0 -> F is an isomorphism. Since

itx(F0) -> nx(M) is an isomorphism, M = F0x I by 6.1. Let Fx be the other

boundary component of F0 x /.

Case I. p(Fx) is not contained in F .

We have \nx(M); z>,(F)| = 1. By 6.1, M = F xl.

Case 2. p(Fx) cF.

Let k be the number of sheets of the covering (p\Fx):Fx —> F . Then

k+l = \nx(M);itnx(F)\.

On the other hand, k = \nx(F); ptnx(Fx)\ = 1. Hence \nx(M); itnx(F)\ = 2.

By Theorem 8.1 of [M-S], M is a twisted /-bundle over a nonorientable closed

2-orbifold.   Q.E.D.

6.3. Theorem. Let M be a compact and orientable 3-orbifold. Suppose that

nx(M) contains a subgroup G of finite index which is isomorphic to the orb-

ifold fundamental group of some closed and orientable 2-orbifold (+ spherical

orbifold). Then M is an I-bundle over some closed 2-orbifold.

Proof. Let px : M -* M be the covering associated with G. There is a torsion

free normal subgroup G' of G with finite index in G. Let p2 : M' -* M be

the uniformization associated with G'. Since nx(M') = G', by 10.6 of [H], M'

is a product /-bundle over a closed, orientable 2-manifold whose fundamental

group is isomorphic to G'. Since px o p2 : M' —> M is a finite covering, by 8.1

of [M-S], we have the conclusion.   Q.E.D.

7.   The classification theorem

2 2 2
7.1.    Lemma. Let f : D (m) ~» D (zz) be an orbi-map such that f \ dD (m) is

7 1
an orbi-covering from dD (m) to dD (zz). Suppose m divides n. Then there

2 2 2
exists an orbi-homotopy F: D (m) x [0, 1] —> D (zz) such that F \ (D (m) x 0)

2 2 2
= /, F | (D (m) x 1) is an orbi-covering from D (m) x 1 to D (zz) and

F \(dD2(m) x t) = f\dD2(m) for any te |[0, 1]|.

Proof. Let / and / be the underlying map and the structure map of /, re-

spectively. Let v be a singular point of D (m) and u a singular point of

D2(n). Let p : D2 -> D2(m) and q : D2 -> D2(n) be the universal cover-

ings. Put v = p~ (v) and ü = q~x(u). Define a map g : \D (m)\ -> \D (n)\
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by g((l - t)v + tx) = (I - t)u + f(x), where x e |9D2(zn)|. Define a map

g: |7>2|^|Z>2| by g((l-t)v + tx) = (l-t)ü + tf(x), where xe \dD2\. We can

define an orbi-map g : D2(m) -> 02(zz) by g = (g, g). Define an orbi-map

F' :d(D2(m)x[0, 1]) -► D2(n) by F'\(D2(m)xO) = f, F'\(D2(m)xl) = g,

and F' I (dD2(m) x [0, 1]) = f\dD2(m). By 4.3, F' is extendable to an orbi-

map from D2(m) x [0, 1] to D2(n).   Q.E.D.

A 2-orbifold F is called a turnover if F is a 2-sphere and 2F consists of

three points.

The proofs of 7.2 and 7.4 are modeled on the proofs of 13.1 and 13.6 of [H].

7.2. Theorem. Let F and G be compact, orientable 2-orbifolds such that

#nx(F) = oc and G is not a turnover. Suppose f : (F, dF) —> (G, dG) is

an orbi-map such that f : nx(F) —> nx(G) is monic. Then there exists an

orbi-homotopy ft:(F, dF) —» (G, dG), t e \I\, with f0 = f and either
(1) fx : F —► G is an orbi-covering, or

(2) F is an annulus and fx(F) cdG.

If for some component J of dF, (f\J):J—> f(J) is an orbi-covering, we can

require (ft \J) = (f\J) for all t.

Proof. In case \dG\ + 0. Suppose |9F| = 0. Since F is finitely uniformiz-

able, there is a fundamental group of a closed orientable surface 5 (+ S ), as

a subgroup of nx(F). Hence zr,(5) = f^n^S) < nx(G). On the other hand,

since |9G| = 0, nx(G) = Z * • • • * Z * (Z/mx) *■■■* (Z/mr). By the Kurosh
Subgroup Theorem (8.3 of [H]), this is a contradiction. Hence |9F| + 0.

Let J be any component of dF and K a component of dG such that

/(/) c K . Since the maps nx(J) —» ztj(F) and / : nx(F) -» nx(G) are monic,

(/1 J)t : 71, (J) —> 7t, (K) is monic. Thus, after modifying by an orbi-homotopy,

we may assume (/| J) : J —> K is an orbi-covering. We do this for each

component of dF.

Let q : G' —* G be a covering with qtnx(G') = fnx(F). Let f : F —> G' be

a lift of / with respect to q . Since q o f1 = f, by 2.1, qt o fj = f . Hence fj

is monic. Since qtnx(G') = ftnx(F) = (qt o fj(7r,(F)) and qt is monic, ft is

epic. Thus, fl is an isomorphism. Note that for each component / of dF,

there is a component K1 of dG' such that (f \ J) : J —► K' is an orbi-covering.

Suppose that f \dF is not an orbi-embedding. With this assumption, in the

same way as in the proof of manifolds (see p. 138 of [H]), we can show that

there is a path a : (/, 07) -» (|F| - IF, \dF\) satisfying

(*) a(0)^a(l), /(a(0)) = /(a(l))€|9G'|,and [/oó]=l in 71,(0'),

where à is a lift of a in the underlying space of the universal covering orbifold

of F, f is the structure map of f, and f is the underlying map of f.

Let J¡ be the component of dF with x, = a(i) e \J¡\ (i = 0, 1) and let

K be the component of dG' with y = f(x0) = f'(xx) e \K\. Let nQ :

itx(J0, x0) —> nx(F, x0) be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion orbi-

map.   Let p : F —> F be the covering associated with nQnx(J0, x0).   Let â
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Figure 7.1

be the lifting of a with â(0) = x0. Put x, = â(l) and let 7, (z = 0, 1) be

the component of p~x(J¡) with x,. = |7^|. Since n0nx(J0, xQ) = Z is torsion

free, F is a manifold. In the same way as in the proof of manifolds (see pp.

138-139 of [H]), we can conclude that F is an annulus and Jx + J0. Let k be

the number of sheets of the covering p : F —> F . Since x(F) = (l/k)x(F) = 0,

F is an annulus or D (2,2).

Suppose F is an annulus. We can construct an orbi-homotopy retracting

f into dG', since /(dF) c dG', [f o ä] = 1 in nx(G'), and G' is not a
spherical 2-orbifold. Hence so is /. This implies conclusion (2) holds.

Suppose F is D (2,2). Note the underlying map J' is a map between the

underlying spaces of F and G'. Since (f\ \dF\) : \dF\ —* \K\ is a covering

map and f is extendable to a map from a 2-disc \F\ to |G'|, [/* | |9F|] =

[|A"'|]m = 1 in 7T,(|G'|) for some m e Z- {0}. Hence \G'\ is a 2-disc. Since

fl is an isomorphism, G' must be D (2,2). Take the generators of nx(F)

and nx(G') indicated in Figure 7.1. Since any subgroup of D (2, 2) generated

by a multiple of the boundary loop is normal, we may assume that f^(ab) =

(cd)m for some m e Z - {0}. Let (ab) be the normal subgroup of nx(F)

generated by ab and ((cd)m) the normal subgroup of tt^G') generated by

(cd)m . Since fl is an isomorphism, nx(F)/(ab) = %x(G')/((cd)m). On the

other hand, nx(F)/(ab) s Z2 and nx(G')/((cd)m) = the dihedral group of

order 2\m\. Then, it must be m = ±1 . Hence, ft([\dF\]) = [\K\]±X in

nx(G ). This contradicts the fact that f \dF is not an orbi-embedding.

Suppose that (f \dF) is an orbi-embedding. Consider the diagram of the

exact sequence of homology.

- H2(\F\) - H2(\F\, d\F\) ^ Hx(d\F\) -, HX(\F\) -

-7/2(|G'|)-/72(|G'|,9|G'|)-//1(9|G'|)^//1(|G'|)^

Since H2(\F\) = H2(\G'\) = 0, 9t is monic. Since (/'|9F) is an orbi-

embedding, ftdt([\F\)) = Jl([\dF\]) + 0eHx(d\G'\). Hence H?(\G'\, d\G'\) +
0, This implies that \G'\ is compact. That is, G' is compact. Since G' is com-

pact, |9G'| + 0 and 7t,(G') = 7t,(F) is not finite, there exist 1-suborbifolds
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Ax, ... , Am whose underlying spaces are essential simple arcs properly embed-

ded in |G'| - IG' such that each component of cl(G' - {At} x I) is a discal

orbifold.

By 5.1 and 5.2, by modifying f under an orbi-homotopy which fixes bound-

aries, we may assume that each component of {f~ (A¡)} is a l-suborbifold

properly embedded in F. Let B be a component of {f~ (A/)}. If \B\ is

an inessential simple closed curve, then by 5.8, we can remove B by an orbi-

homotopy fixing boundaries. \B\ must not be an essential simple closed curve

since f[ is an isomorphism. \B\ must not be an inessential simple arc since

f(B) is an essential arc. Thus we may assume that \B\ is a properly embed-

ded, essential arc. By modifying f under an orbi-homotopy fixing boundaries,

we may assume that (f j \B\) : \B\ —> f(\B\) is a homeomorphism. Iterating

such modifications, we may assume that for each component B of {f~ (^4,)} ,

\B\ is a properly embedded, essential arc and (f \ \B\) : \B\ —► f(\B\) is a

homeomorphism. By (3) of 5.8, for any component G" of cl(G' - ({/I,} x /)),

there is a component F' of cl(F - {f~ (A¡)} x I) such that f(F') c G".

Since the maps 7T,(F') —> nx(F) and / : nx(F) -* 7r,(G') are monic, 7r,(F') -*

nx(G") is monic. Since G" is a discal orbifold, F' is a discal orbifold. Thus,

(f1 \F') : F' —> G" is an orbi-map from a discal orbifold to a discal orbifold,

(f | dF1) : dF' -* dG" is an orbi-covering and (f | F')t : nx(F') —> 7t,(G") is

monic. Hence F' = D (m) and G" = D (n), where m divides zz. By 7.1,

under an orbi-homotopy fixing boundaries, we can modify f \ F' to an orbi-

covering from F' to G '. By piecing together such maps, the conclusion ( 1 )

holds.

7zz case \dG\ = 0. (Automatically, |9F| = 0.) Since G is not a turnover,

there exists a l-suborbifold C whose underlying space is an essential simple

closed curve in \G\ -IG. Let G' be a component of cl(G- C x /). By 5.8, we

may assume that the underlying space of each component of f~ ' ( C) is essential

simple closed curve in \F\ - IF . By modifying / under an orbi-homotopy,

we may assume that / is an orbi-covering on each component of f~ (C) and

(3) of 5.8 stands.

Let Fx, ... , Fn be the components of cl(F - f~ (C) x /). By the previous

case, for each (/|F,) : F, —> G,, the conclusion (1) or (2) holds, where G, is

the component of cl(G - (C x /)) with f(Fi) c G,. If conclusion (2) holds

for one of the resulting pieces, we can reduce the number of components of

f~l(C) by modifying / under an orbi-homotopy.

We cannot completely eliminate f~ (C); otherwise ft is a monomorphism

from 71,(F) to 7r,(G,) for some i. Since |9F| = 0, there is a fundamental

group of a closed orientable surface (+ S ) as a subgroup of nx(F). On the

other hand, tt, (G - C) = Z * • ■ • * Z * (Z/zrz,) * • • • * (Z/mr). By the Kurosh

Subgroup Theorem, this is a contradiction.

Thus, the conclusion (1) follows by fitting together the pieces.   Q.E.D.
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Let M be a compact 3-orbifold. A sequence

M = Af, D A72 D • • ■ D Mn

of 3-orbifolds is called a hierarchy for M provided that Afi+, is obtained

from Af, by cutting open along a properly embedded, 2-sided incompressible

2-suborbifold F, and each component of Mn is a bailie 3-orbifold. The integer

zz is called the length of the hierarchy. If M has a hierarchy, then M is

irreducible. (Note that, in 3.9, if each component of M1 is irreducible, then

M is irreducible, and that all bailie orbifolds are irreducible.)

A 2-suborbifold F in a 3-orbifold M is said to be boundary-parallel if one of

the components of cl(Af - F) is orbi-isomorphic to F x /. A 3-orbifold A7 is

called sufficiently large if there exists a 2-sided and incompressible 2-suborbifold

F which is not boundary parallel.

W. D. Dunbar showed the following theorem in [D].

7.3. Theorem (Dunbar [D]). Let M be a compact, irreducible and orientable

3-orbifold in which there is no turnover with nonpositive Euler number. If M is

sufficiently large, then M has a hierarchy.

Let Af be a compact, orientable, and finitely uniformizable 3-orbifold. Sup-

pose Af has a hierarchy. Then, by 3.8, any compact covering orbifold Af of

Af also has a hierarchy. Hence, in case Af has a hierarchy of length zz > 2,

by 13.4 of [H], the interior of the underlying space of the universal covering

orbifold of Af is homeomorphic to R .

Let W be the class of all compact and orientable 3-orbifolds which are

(i) finitely uniformizable,

(ii) irreducible,

(iii) sufficiently large,

(iv) in which there is no turnover with nonpositive Euler number.

Now we have sufficiently prepared for showing the main theorem.

7.4. Theorem. Let M, N e W and suppose f : (M, dM) - (N, dN) is

an orbi-map such that f : nx(M) -* nx(N) is monic and such that for each

component B of dM, (f\B)t : nx(B) —» 7r,(C) is monic, where C is the com-

ponent of dN with f(B) c C. Then there exists an orbi-map g : (Af, dM) —>

(N, dN), t e\I\, such that gt = f : nx(M) -* nx(N) and either
(1) g : M —> N is an orbi-covering,

(2) M is an I-bundle over a closed 2-orbifold, there is an orbi-homotopy

ft : (M, dM) -» (N, dN) such that f0 = f, fx= g, and g(M) c dN, or
(3) Each of M and N is (a) or (b) z'zz Figure 7.2, and g \ dM is an orbi-

covering.

If (f\B) : B -> C is already an orbi-covering, we may assume (f\B) =

(g\B), and in case (2), ft\B = f\B for all t.

Proof. By 7.2, we may assume, after changing / by an orbi-homotopy, that for

each component B of dM, (f\B) is an orbi-covering from B to a component
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ne M

Figure 7.2

of dN. If this is already the case for some B, there is no need now nor in any

future step to change (f\B).

Let q : N' —> N be a covering with qtnx(N') = fnx(M). Note that A^' is

also finitely uniformizable since nx(N') = nx(M). Let / bea lift of / with

respect to q . By the same reason as in the proof of 7.2,  f[ is an isomorphism.

Note that for each component B of <9Af, there is a component C of dN'

such that (f | B) : B -> C is an orbi-covering.

In case \dM\ + 0 and f \ dM is not an orbi-embedding. With this assump-

tion, in the same way as in the proof of 3-manifolds (see p. 144 of [H]), we can

show that there is a path a : (I, dl) -> (|Af| - lAf, |9Af|) satisfying

(*) a(0) + a(l), f'(a(0)) = f(a(l)) e \dbf\ - IN', and [f o à] = 1 in
nx(N'), where â is a lift of a in the underlying space of the universal covering

orbifold of Af, /' is the structure map of f, and f is the underlying map

of/'.
Let ß, be the component of dM with x,, = a(i) e \B¡\ (i = 0, 1) and let

C be the component of dN' with y = f(x0) = f'(xx) e \C\.

Let zz0 : nx(B0, x0) —> nx(M, x0) be the homomorphism induced by the in-

clusion orbi-map. Let p : M —> Af be the covering associated with n0nx(B0,x0).

Let à be a lifting of a with ó(0) = x0, let x, = à(l) and let 5, be the com-

ponent of p~ (Bj) with x, e \Bj\.

Let zz, : nx(Bx,xx) -» 7r,(Af,x,), z/,- : nx(B¡, x,.) -► 7r,(Af,x,) be the

homomorphisms induced by the inclusion orbi-maps. Let *FQ : nx(M, x,) —►

7r,(Af,x0) and 4/á : 7r,(Af,x,) —> 7t,(Af,x0) be the change of base point

maps. By the same way as in the proof of proof of 13.6 of [H], we can show

that ptx¥&fjxnx(Bx, x,) = x¥anxnx(Bx, xx)nn0nx(BQ, x0) and x¥ar]xnx(Bx, x,)n

n0nx(B0, x0) has finite index in each term. (See pp. 144-145 of [H].) Then, we

can conclude that Bx is compact (note that B0 is already compact, since p \ B0

is an isomorphism).

Case 1. There is no orbi-homotopy whose underlying map retracts (rel x0, x,)

a into |9Af| - lAf (this is certainly the case if BQ + Bx).

With this assumption, we must have BQ + B, ; otherwise, since z/0 : nx (B0) —►

7r,(Af) (the homomorphism induced by the inclusion orbi-map) is epic, there is
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a path ß in \B0\-p~ (2Z?0) from x, to x0 suchthat [ßoä] = 1 in nx(M).

Contradiction.

In addition, we can conclude that B0 is incompressible in M ; if not, there is

a compressing discal orbifold Z> (zz) with dD (zz) c B0 . Let Af, be a compo-

nent (possibly one) of cl(Af-Z) (zz) x/). Then, by 3.9 and Van Kampen's Theo-

rem, we have either nx(M) = nl(Mx)*n ,D2,n)) nx(M2) (nontrivial amalgamated

free product), or 7T,(Af,) *n ,D2,n)) Z  (HNN group). Since \BX\ n \D (n)\ = 0,

either Bx c Af, or 5, c AT,. Since 7i,(Af,) =2 nx(D2(n))   (i = 1, 2), by 4.4.1

and 4.4.2 of §4.2 of [M-K-S], nx(Bx) has infinite index in nx(M) .

On the other hand,

|7t,(Af,x0); w&fixiix(Bx, x,)|

= \p,nx(M, x0) ; ̂ ^^,7^,(5,, x,)|

= |Z707T,(50, x0); 4^,7^(5,, x,) n n0nx(B0, x0)\ < oo.

Contradiction.

Then B0 is incompressible in Af. Hence, z/0 : 7r,(50, x0) —► nx(M, x0) is

monic. Thus, z/0 : nx(B0, x0) —> 7t,(Af, x0) is an isomorphism.

Since rj0nx(B0, x0) = 7r,(M,x0) is a fundamental group of a closed 2-

orbifold, there is a torsion free, finite index, normal subgroup G of 7i, (M, x0).

Let p : (Af', Xq) -» (Af, x0) be the covering associated with G. Note that

p' : Af' —> M is a finite uniformization of M. Hence, each component of

p'~ (BQ) and p'~ (Bx) is compact.

Let Bq be a component of p'~ (B0) and Xq a lift of x0 in B'0. Let a be

a lift of à with a'(0) = Xq . Let B\ be the component of p'~ (Bx) with x\ =

a (I) e \B'X\. Since B0 + Bx, B'0 + B'x . Since fj0 is monic, the homomorphism

induced by the inclusion orbi-map n'0 : nx(B'0, x'0) -» nx(M', x'0) is monic.

Let p : M' —> Af' be the covering associated with n'0nx (B'0, x'0). In the same

way as in the proof of 13.6 of [H] (see pp. 144-145 of [H]), we can conclude

that Af' is compact. Hence Af is compact. This implies that n07ix(B0) has

finite index in 7t,(Af). By 6.3, Af is an /-bundle over a closed 2-orbifold.

In case B0 + Bx , |7r,(Af) ; n0nx(B0)\ = 1 . In case B0 = Bx, since (f \ B0) :

£0 —► C must not be an orbi-isomorphism from the hypothesis,

l*i(C);(/|*0),*,(Ä0)|>2.

On the other hand,

2>|7r,(Af);7707t,(/?0)|

= \nx(N');/tn0nx(B0)\

= \nl(N');K(f\B0),nx(B0)\

= \nx(N');itnx(C)\ x \nx(C); (/\B0)tnx(B0)\,
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where i : C -* N1 is the inclusion orbi-map. (Note that C is incompressible

in N', since ft is an isomorphism, f \ B0 is an orbi-covering, and B0 is

incompressible in Af.) Hence, in any case, \nx(N'); itnx(C)\ = 1. Thus, by

6.1, N' = Cx[0, 1]   (C = CxO).

Define an orbi-map pt : C x [0, 1] —► C x [0, 1] by pt = idxct, where

ct : [0, 1] —> [0, 1] is the map defined by c((s) = -st + s . (Note that we regard

ct as the orbi-map both of whose underlying map and structure map are the

map s —► -st + s .) Since p0 = id and px(C x [0, 1]) c C x 0, ft = q o p( of

is the desired orbi-homotopy.

Case 2. There is an orbi-homotopy whose underlying map retracts (relx0, x,)a

into \dM\ - 2Af. (Automatically, BQ = 5, .)

Let a, be a path in |F0| - 2i?0 such that there is an orbi-homotopy in Af

whose underlying map takes (relx0,x,) a to a,. Since the loop foax lifts

to a path a, (not a loop) under the covering (f \ BQ) : B0—> C, [/°â,] + 1 in

7T,(C, y), where a, is a lift of a, in the universal covering of Af. On the other

hand, [/'°¿,] = [/°ar1'[/'oa1] = [/o(a-1-a,)] = Jr;[a-1.a,] = ^(i) = i

in nx(N', y). Thus, C is compressible in N1.

Let p : M —► Af be a finite uniformization. Put G = pifnx (Af). Let q : N —>

N' be the covering associated with ft(G). Since G is torsion free, /(G) is

also torsion free. Since \nx(N'); £(G)\ = L/>,(Af); ft(G)\ = \nx(M);G\ < oo,

q : N —> N1 is a finite uniformization.

Let f : M —> N be a lift of the composition orbi-map of f and the orbi-

covering with underlying map p with respect to q . It is easy to see that f is

an isomorphism and / is a covering on each component of dM.

If / maps two distinct components of d M to the same component of dN,

then there is a path ß in Af -p~'(2Af) joining these components such that

faß is a loop. Since f is epic, we may assume [foß] = 1 in nx(N), where

ß is a lift of ß into the underlying space of the universal covering orbifold of

Af, / and / are the underlying map and structure map of /, respectively.

(Note that we may assume that f = f.) Then p o ß satisfies (*) and there is

no orbi-homotopy (rel(poß)(0), (poß)(l)) whose underlying map takes poß

into |9Af | - 2A7. Hence, we are back to the previous case. So we may suppose

that / takes distinct components of dM to distinct components of dN.

If BQ is a component of p~ (B0), then f\B0 is not one to one. This

is because a lifting a of a which begins in B0 must also end in B0 whereas

f o à is a loop (hence, so is foa. in N) in the underlying space of the universal

covering orbifold of N'.

By the same way as in the proof of 13.6 of [H] (see pp. 146-147 of [H]),

we can conclude x(f(Bcj)) = 0- Note that q can be restricted to a covering

from f(B0) to C. Let k be the number of sheets of (q | f(B0)) : f(B0) —*

C. Since x(C) = (l/k)x(f(B0)) = 0, C is either a torus or 52(2, 2, 2, 2).
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Since x(Q(C)) = 0, q(C) is also either a torus or 5 (2,2,2,2). q(C) is

compressible in N ; otherwise, by 3.8, C is incompressible in N'. Hence N

is either (a) or (b) in (3).

Since f : M —> N can be restricted to an orbi-covering on each component

of 9Af, B0 is either a torus or 52(2, 2,2,2). Since (f\B0) : B0 -* q(C) is

an orbi-covering, by 3.4, B0 is compressible in Af.

Hence Af is either (a) or (b) in (3). Thus, we obtain conclusion (3).

In case f \ dM is an orbi-embedding (automatic if \dM\ = 0). Let A^' =

N'0D N[d ■■■ D N'm be a hierarchy for A7. We prove the following Proposition

(n).

Proposition (n). Suppose f : (Af, dM) -> (N1, dN') is an orbi-map such that

fl is monic and f \ dM is an orbi-embedding. If N' possesses a hierarchy of

length n, then there exists an orbi-map g : M —> TV' such that

(i) g[=ft:nx(M)^nx(N').
(ii) g : M -> N' is an orbi-covering, and

(iii) g'\dM = f\dM.

Let G be the incompressible 2-suborbifold of N'. By 5.5, we may change f

by a C-equivalent modification so that each component of f~ (G) is a 2-sided

and incompressible 2-suborbifold of Af. Note that the C-equivalent modifica-

tion except removing compressible discal orbifold does not change f \dM. In

addition f~ (G) must not be a compressible discal orbifold; if not, G is also a

compressible discal orbifold. Thus this modification does not change f \ dM.

Let F be a component of f~x(G). We have 7(1*1) n (|G| - 2G) + 0.
(In case |9G| + 0, it is clear since f \dM is an orbi-embedding. In case

\dG\ = 0, it is shown by using the fact that F is not spherical, incompressible

in Af, and f[ is monic.) So we can define the restriction orbi-map f \ F . Since

F is incompressible and ft is monic, (f \F)t : nx(F) -► 7t,(G) is monic.

If zz = 1 , then N' is either a solid torus or one of (a)-(h) in Figure 7.3. Let

D (r) be the incompressible discal orbifold indicated in Figure 7.3. Since Af

is irreducible and sufficiently large, we may assume that f~x(D2(r)) consists of

at least one incompressible discal orbifold properly embedded in Af. Namely,

dM + 0. In any case of (a)-(h), since the number of the components of

dN' is one and f\dM is orbi-embedding, dM is orbi-isomorphic to dN'.

Let 5 be the boundary of D (r). Since ft is monic, by 3.4, f~ (5) also

bounds the discal orbifold D2(r). By the irreducibility of Af, we can easily

extend the orbi-isomorphism (f \dM) : dM —> dN' to an orbi-isomorphism

g':M^N'. Since g'\dM = f\dM, g't=f.
Suppose that zz > 1. Let G be the incompressible 2-suborbifold of N' along

which we cut to obtain A^,'.

Suppose |9G| + 0. Since the fundamental group of a closed nonspherical

2-orbifold must not be a subgroup of the fundamental group of a 2-orbifold
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Shadowed discs indicate incompressible discal orbifolds

Figure 7.3
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with boundaries, each component of /   (G) has boundaries. Note that

(f\r\G)):f-X(G)^G

is boundary preserving and this is an orbi-embedding on df~ (G). If G is
2 i _i

D (r), then, since the underlying map of f \ (df (G)) is a homeomorphism,

f'~x(G) is also D2(r). So, by 7.1, we can modify f'\f~X(G) to an orbi-

embedding under an orbi-homotopy without changing / \ d(f~ (G)). In any

other case 7.2 applies; so we may modify / \ f~ (G) to an orbi-covering un-

der an orbi-homotopy without changing / \d(f~x(G)). (Furthermore, since

/ | df'~ (G) is an orbi-embedding, the orbi-covering is an orbi-embedding (1-

sheeted orbi-covering).) The (2) of 7.2 does not occur since /|9(/~ (G)) is an

orbi-embedding. For the same reason, we must have (the modified) / \ f~ (G)

an orbi-covering if \dG\ = 0.

Let Q be a component of N'x . By the above, we may assume that if P is

a component of f~X(Q), then f : P -> Q is boundary preserving and / is

an orbi-covering on each component of dP. By incompressibility, (f\P)t :

nx(P) —> nx(Q) is monic. Note that Q possesses a hierarchy of length not more

than zz - 1.

If f \dP is an orbi-embedding (which must occur if |9G| + 0), then we

apply induction hypothesis to get an orbi-map satisfying (i)-(iii).

If / | dP is not an orbi-embedding (so \dG\ = 0), then our initial consid-

erations apply to show that P is an /-bundle over a closed 2-orbifold and that

/ |P orbi-homotopes into G without changing /' \dP. Note that conclusion

(3) does not occur here, since P contains a closed incompressible 2-suborbifold

(parallel to a component of f~x(G)) in its boundary. On the other hand, any-

one of (3) does not contain such a 2-suborbifold. Since P c Int(Af), we can

eliminate (one or two) components of f~ (G) by modifying / under an

orbi-homotopy without changing /' \dM. By continuing in this manner, we

must arrive at a point where / is an orbi-embedding on the boundary of each

component of f~ (N'x). We cannot completely eliminate f~ (G) ; otherwise,

by induction hypothesis, we can change /: M —» Q into an orbi-covering tí

satisfying h't = / without changing f \dM. Since G <zdQ and tí is an orbi-

covering, |A'(9Af)| n \G\ + 0. Since (/ 19Af) = (tí \ dM) and G c Int^'),

1/(0Af)| n | Int(/V')| + 0. This contradicts the fact that /(dM) c dN'.

Applying induction and piecing together the results, we get an orbi-map g

which satisfies (i)-(iii). Hence g = q o g' is the desired orbi-map.   Q.E.D.

Let Af and N be 3-orbifolds. Let 41: 7t,(Af, x) —► nx(N, y) be a homomor-

phism. We say that 4* respects the peripheral structure, if the following holds.

For each boundary component F of Af, there exists a boundary component

G of N, such that 4*(zt(7t,(F) x'))) C A , and A is conjugate in nx(N, y) to

jf(nx(G, y')), where i and j are inclusions.

7.5.   Lemma. Let M and N be compact and orientable 3-orbifolds, such that
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each component of dN is incompressible and that the underlying space of the uni-

versal covering orbifold of'lnt(ZV) is homeomorphic to R . Let 4*: nx(M, x) —>

nx(N,y) be a homomorphism which respects the peripheral structure. Then,

there exists an orbi-map f : (Af, dM) -> (N, dN) which induces 4* and for

each component B of dM, f\B can be defined.

Proof. By 4.2, there is an orbi-map / : Af —» N which induces 4*. To prove

the lemma, it will suffice to show that if F is a component of dM, then there

exists an orbi-homotopy H : F x [0, 1] —► N such that 771 (F x 0) = / | F and

HI (F x 1 ) is an orbi-map into d N. We construct this orbi-homotopy piecewise.

Define 771 (F x 0) = / | F . Take a triangulation KF of \F\ so that for each

2-simplex e e KF , den2F = 0 and (Int(e)) n2F = (at most one point). Let

F, be the subspace of F whose underlying space is \KF\ x |[0, 1]|. From the

hypothesis that / respects the peripheral structure, we can extend 771 (F x 0)

to F, with H(\K{FX)\ x 1) c \dN\-lN. Let G be the component of dN such

that H(\K{FX)\ x 1) c \G\. Since Ker(z, : nx(G) -» nx(N)) = 1, we can extend

77|{(FxO)UF,} to Fx 1. By 4.1, we can extend 771 {(F x 0) U(F x 1)UF,}

to the rest.   Q.E.D.

Note that, in 7.4, the condition that (f\B)t : nx(B) —> nx(C) is monic is

automatically satisfied if all the components of dM are incompressible in Af

(or if \dM\ = 0).

7.6. Theorem. Let M, NeW. Suppose all the components of dM and dN

are incompressible in M. Let 4* : 7r,(Af) —» nx(N) be an isomorphism which

respects the peripheral structure. Then either

( 1 ) there exists an orbi-isomorphism f : M -> N which induces 4* or

(2) M is a twisted I-bundle over a closed nonorientable 2-orbifold F and N

is an I-bundle over a 2-orbifold G such that nx(F) = nx(G).

Proof. By 7.5, we can construct an orbi-map / : (A7, dM) -> (A^, dN) such

that / = 4* and for each component B of dM, /1B can be defined. If

Af is not (2) of 7.4, we apply 7.4 to obtain a 1-sheeted orbi-covering (i.e. an

orbi-isomorphism). Note that (3) of 7.4 must not occur since each component

of <9Af is incompressible in Af.

Suppose A7 is an /-bundle over a closed 2-orbifold F . By 6.3, N is an /-

bundle over a closed 2-orbifold G suchthat 7r,(F) = 7r,(G). If F is orientable,

then Af = F xl. In addition, N = Gxl. Otherwise, finx(Af) is contained in

nx(dN) which has index two in 7t,(/V). Let F' be a component of d M and G'

a component of dN such that f(F') c G'. Since (/ | F')t : itx(F') —> nx(G')

is an isomorphism, by 7.2, we can modify / | F', under an orbi-homotopy, to

an orbi-isomorphism g : F' —> G' such that gt = (/1 F')t. Define an orbi-

isomorphism / : F x / —► G x / by / = g x id. It is clear that ft =VY.   Q.E.D.

7.7. Corollary. Let M, N eW. Suppose M and N are closed and nx(M) =•

nx(N). Then M and N are orbi-isomorphic.
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8.   Applications to links and tangles

Let X be an orbifold such that 2X = Kx U • ■ • U Kr and the order of the

local group of any point in AT, is zz, i = 1,2, ... , r, where AT,'s are disjoint

smooth simple closed curves. Let p : M -» 5 be the zz-fold cyclic branched

covering branched over L. Clearly p : M —> 5 is a finite uniformization of

X and X is compact, connected, orientable, and contains no turnovers. Recall
3 2

that a link L of disjoint simple closed curves in 5   is prime if there is no 5
3 2

in 5 that separates the component of L, and any 5 that meets L in two

points, transversely, bounds in 5 one and only one ball intersecting L in a

single unknotted spanning arc. Hence, if Kx, ... , Kr is a prime link in 5 , X

is irreducible. We call the link {Kx, ... , Kr} in 53 sufficiently large if X is

sufficiently large. This definition depends only on the link type of {AT,, ..., Kr}

not on the natural numbers zz > 2.

Let (53, L) be a link and X be the orbifold which satisfies that 2X =

L and the orders of every local group of 2X are n e Z, n > 2. We call

such an orbifold X the associated orbifold with weight n of (5 , L), denoted

by 0(L, n). We define the n-weighted orbi-invariant of (5 , L), denoted by

Orb„(L), by the fundamental group of the associated orbifold with weight zz

of (53, L). Clearly, if two links (53, L) and (53, L1) are the same link type,

then Orb„(L) 3 Orb„(L') for any zz e N. If (53, L) and (S3, L1) are prime

and sufficiently large, then the converse holds.

8.1. Theorem. Suppose (S3, L) and (S3, L') are prime and sufficiently large

links. (5 , L) and (S , L1) are the same link type, if and only if Orbn(L) =

Orbn(L') for some n eZ, zz > 2.

Proof. One direction is obvious. We come to the other. Let 0,, „, and 0,r,   .■> (L,n) (L ,n)

be the associated orbifolds with weight zz of (53, L) and (53, L'), respec-

tively.   Since nx(0{Ln)) =■ ̂ i(0L>n)), by 7.7,  0(Ln) and 0{L, n) are orbi-

isomorphic. The orbi-isomorphism is a homeomorphism from 53 to 53 and

carries L to L'.   Q.E.D.

We give a sufficient condition so that a link (5 , L) is sufficiently large.

A zc-strings tangle is a pair (B, t) where B is a 3-ball and t is k disjoint

arcs in B with tf)dB = dt. Two tangles (Bx, ?,) and (B2, t2) are equivalent if

there is a homeomorphism of pairs from (5,, tx) to (B2, t2). A tangle (B, t)

is trivial if it is equivalent to (D x I, {x,} x /), where x,'s are disjoint points

in lnt(D2). We define the associated orbifold with weight n , denoted by 0,t n),

in a manner similar to the case of links.

8.2. Proposition. Let (5 , L) be a prime link. If there is a 2-strings prime tan-

gle (B, t) suchthat 0,L   . -Int(0(i n)) does not contain any properly embedded

separating disc, then (S , L) is sufficiently large.
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Proof. It is clear that dO,t . is an incompressible 2-suborbifold in 0,L ..

Q.E.D.

We define the zz-weighted orbi-invariant of a tangle (B, t), denoted by

Orbn(t), by the fundamental group of the associated orbifold with weight zz

of (B, t). As an application of 4.2 and 5.5, we can get the following "Untan-

gling theorem."

8.3. Theorem. Let (B, t) be a tangle.  (B, t) is the k-strings trivial tangle if

and only if Orb2(/) = Ax* ■■■* Ak, where Ai = Z2 for each i.

Proof. Let (B, t') be the Â>strings trivial tangle. Note that nx(0(t', 2)) 9È Ax *

• • -*Ak, where Ai = Z2 for each z. By the hypothesis and 4.2, we can construct

an orbi-map / : 0(r, 2) -> 0(t', 2) such that /„ : nx(0(t, 2)) -♦ nx(0(t', 2))

is an isomorphism. Let 7),, i = 1, 2, ... , k - 1, be a mutually disjoint,

properly embedded, incompressible discs in 0(t', 2) such that each component

of cl(0(t', 2)-\J(Di x I)) contains one and only one singular locus. By 5.5, we

have a sequence 0(t, 2) = Af, D M2 d ■ ■■ d Mn such that Af,. , is obtained

from Af,. by cutting open along a properly embedded disc and there is an orbi-

map from each component of Af„ into a component of cl(0(t', 2) - \J(D¡ x I))

which induces a monomorphism between the fundamental groups. Since the

fundamental group of each component of cl(0(t', 2) - \J(D¡ x I)) is Z2, each

component of Afn is a bailie orbifold of cyclical type. Then the conclusion

holds.   Q.E.D.

By Theorem 11 of [D], the orbifold which belongs to W is sufficiently large

if it has a boundary component which is not a turnover. So we can get the

following.

8.4. Proposition. Suppose (Bx, tx) and (B2, t2) are tangles which contain no

local knots. (Bx, tx) and (B2, t2) are equivalent, if and only if, for some n e

Z, zz > 2, there is an isomorphism Orbn(i,) = Orbn(?2) which respects the

peripheral structure.

Figure 8.1
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8.5. Remark. The condition "respects the peripheral structure" is necessary.

Let (Bx, z,) and (B2, t2) be tangles in Figure 8.1.

Orb2(Z,) sí (a, b, c \ a2 = b2 = c2 = 1, (ab)2a = (cbfc)

and

Orb2(i2) " (a, b, c \ a2 = b2 = c2 = 1, (ab)2a = (bcfb).

There is an isomorphism defined by a —> a, b -+ b, c —► beb. But, clearly

(Bx, tx) and (B2, t2) are not equivalent. Note that the isomorphism does not

respects the peripheral structure.
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